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May Elections
Trinity College/ Hartford, Connecticut Tuesday, April 9, 1974
SEC Offers 98 Student Positions
(Editor's note: On Wednesday, April 3,
the Student Executive Committee (SEC)
constitutionally changed its membership,
effective after this spring's elections. At
that time, the student government's name
will change to the Student -Government
Association (SGA). For more details con-
cerning the new format, see article on page
The Student Executive Committee (SEC)
will conduct elections during
preregistration on May 2 and 3 for all
student positions on College committees.
For the first time, the SEC will elect
students to four standing committees of the
Board of Trustees and to the newly created
Student Government Association and the
Mather Policy Board:
Mather Policy Board: five (5) positions
open to any full-time undergraduate.
Five elected students and two designated
members of the office of student Services
comprise the Mather, Policy Board (MPB).
The MPB monitors the use of the Mather
Campus Center and other campus facilities
with regard to co-eurricular campus ac-
tivities, The MPB formulatespolicy for such
use, subject to the approval of the Student
Activities Committee and the director of the
Mather Campus Center.
Student Government Association:
eighteen (18) positions open to any full-time
undergraduate.
The Student Government Association,
composed of twenty-four elected students,
and a student member chosen from each
faculty, trustee, and administrative com-
mittee on which students are members, will
replace the Student Executive Committee
after this spring's elections. The SEC
altered its constitution to provide an
alternate method of formulating a more
representative student government.
The purposes of the SGA are to be a
representative organization for the student
body, to provide a forum for student opinion,
and to conduct all student elections.
Trustee Committees
The following four committees are
standing committees of the Board of
Trustees. This is the first election for
student members of standing committees of
the Board of Trustees.
Library Committee: two (2) positions
open to any full-time undergraduate.
The Library Committee meets
periodically, at the request of either the
librarian or the chairman of the committee,
to review the needs and resources of the
library, to discuss policies relating to
library services, and to prepare recom-
mendations when appropriate to transmit to
the Board of Trustees. In addition to two
students, the librarian, the President, and
six trustees are members of the committee.
Committee on Buildings and Grounds:
two (2) positions open to any full-time un-
dergraduate.
The Committee on Buildings and Grounds
meets periodically to review with the ad-
ministration major projects of repair and
renovation, to consider proposals for ad-
ditional projects requiring approval by the
Board of Trustees, to receive and pass upon.
any property acquisitions, and to make
recommendations on any new building
contemplated at the College. The treasurer,
six trustees, the President, the director of
buildings and grounds, and the director of
construction are also members of this
committee.
Committee oh Student Life and, Com-
munity Relations: three (3) positions open
to any full-time undergraduate.
The Committee on Student Life and
Community Relations meets periodically to
discuss the quality of student life at Trinity,
to review relations between the community
of greater Hartford and the College, to
consider and to initiate proposals where
appropriate for policy changes for sub-
mission to the-Board of Trustees, and to
confer with administrative officers on any
matters relatirig to these two areas. In
addition to the three students, the Vice-
President, the dean of community life,
seven trustees, and, as appropriate, other
administrative officers are members of this
committee.
Steering Committee of the Development
Committee: one (1) position open to any full-
time undergraduate.
An ad hoc committee of the Trustees, the
Steering Committee meets regularly once a
month to review and to implement plans for
fund-raising by the College. Its primary
•concerns are the goals set, the timetable in
raising money, the identification of sources
of support, and participation in campaigns
for new funds. The President, five trustees,
the director of development, and members
from the alumni and Parents Associations
are also members of this committee.
The SEC will also conduct elections for the
following committees and organizations:
Academic Affairs Committee: six (6)
positions open to any iuYl-time un-
dergraduate.
(continued on pa. 2)
Faculty To Consider Proposals
About Appointments & Promotions Today
Conference
Proposals
The Faculty Conference (FC) will
recommend today at the faculty meeting
that a special committee be formed to
consider the questions raised by students
and faculty about the procedures of reap-
pointment and tenure, according to the
agenda of the meeting.
The FC will also recommend that it
compose a set of procedures for the
Educational Policy Committee (EPC) to
follow when a evaluating a department. This
proposal was presented to the FC by the
Education Department.
The FC handles matters brought to it by
«ie_ secretary of faculty between meetings
and mate recommendations to the faculty.
" t h e faculty votes to form a special
committee to study appointment and
promotion procedures, this committee will
oe; composed of students, faculty, and ad-
ministrators and will begin investigation
immediately, according to Frank Child,
cnairman of the FC. The duties of the
proposed committee would be to "review
procedures we now use; to entertain all
appropriate suggestions, including
suggestions for the modifications of
eva uative procedures, procedures of ap-
peai and the composition of the mem-
bership of the Committee on Appointments
ana Promotions," according to the agenda,
nmf f p r°P° s a l i s a result of the student.
C L a t t h e M a r c h Faculty meeting and
we subsequent student faculty meeting on
Thursday, March . Students were
5 * 8 t h e dismissal of Eugene Frankel,
of ^ P r o f e s s o r of Physics, and the lack
Drn^T5 mpy o n t h e appointments and
reann •1°,ns Procedures. Frankel's bid for
SSShl ent had been turned down evenfrom K- j a d a P°s i t ive recommendationIr
°m his department.
rocod,f °P 0 S a l t h a t t h e F C establish
S a r o s e o u t °f the EPC's in-
-,?f t h e Ed«cation Department.
U1 p r e s e n t t 0 t h e f a c u l t y t h r e e
suggested by the Education
Department.
The Education Department asked that the
chairman of any department, which the
EPC wants to investigate be notified so that
he can respond to the grounds for an in-
vestigation.
The Education Department also asked
that FC compose a set of procedures to be
presented to the faculty, which will specify
how and under what circumstances the
question of continuation or the termination
of a department may be raised. Finally, the
Education Department asked that any
decision regarding itself follow the
establishment of these procedures.
In the letter from the Education Depart-
ment written by Richard Morris, chairman,
he said "First, criteria-to maintain or-to
eliminate an active department donot exist.
The way by which far reaching decisions are
made is hard to imagine." He maintained
that the criteria should be approved by the
faculty.
"Departments have no assurance that
they will be able to present their case before
the Joint Educational Policy Committee
once deliberations have begun," said
Morris. "Thus a department's opportunity
to explain its function in relation to the over-
all College program is greatly impaired."
Morris also said that the Faculty Manual did
not make explicit the procedures for Appeal.
In summary, Morris said, "Without
clearly defined mechanisms to insure due
process during the current period, of crisis
in academe, interdepartmental struggles
for survival may arise to undermine the
health of the College community at a time
when it can least afford it."
In a Tripod interview, Child said the issue
of students on the A and P Committee is
much more difficult than the issue of
regularizing student input in the A and P
Committee. He said that if a special com-
mittee was approved by the faculty, it may
be able to decide the latter fairly easily, but
the former would take much more con-
sideration. Child said that if the proposed
committee felt the problems were worthy of
consideration it may meet over the summer
and have some recommendations ready for
the Faculty in the fall
Hendel Pfdpo^t ;
Samuel Hendel, assocfate professor 6f
political science, will present a series of
resolutions concerning the reappointment
and tenure of faculty members and the
membership of the Academic Freedom
Committee, according to the Agenda for the
Faculty meeting of April 9, 1974.
His proposal suggests the Academic
Freedom Committee review all existing
procedures relating to "reappointment and
tenure of faculty with a view to the
preservation and extension of due process
and academic freedom." The proposed
resolution includes provisions for feedback
from all interested and concerned faculty
and students.
In light of this proposal, Hendel includes a
second resolution contingent upon the first,
to provide for the expansion of the Academic
Freedom Committee by two members,
elected by the Faculty Conference.
Also contingent upon the first resolution is
a separate proposal to provide for the
election of two student members, to be
elected as the Student Executive Committee
directs
At today's faculty meeting, the Academic




College recruits minorities, see pg. 3
Garston needs student support, see pg. 5
Marceau receives standing ovation
at the Bushnell, see pg. 7
Landsberg expresses his feeling
of loneliness, see pg. 8
Killian will speak today, see pg. 13
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Mead Suggests _
 B • .Two Types Of Marriages
By Cliff Posman
Can man unite to successfully cope with
environmental damage? What does an
anthropologist say about the post-war
generation? Why is an anthropologist
qualified to answer the first two questions?
"We have got 25 years to use the danger of
atmospheric pollution to bring about in-
ternational cooperation," said an-
thropologist Margaret Mead. "All people on
this planet are sharing the same danger and
have grounds for working together."
. Mead said if the environmental problems
did force nations to work together, this
" would mark a new period in human history,
Only in defensive wars, she said, did people
forget their selfishness. "We need to get a
sense of national purpose in a country when
it isn't wartime," she added.
"AH wars have been fought over
territory," Mead explained. The one thing
that cannot be divided up is the atmosphere,
she said. "Frontiers are not important
anymore," she said. "Unless people love
their country enough to save it they cannot
do anything about the rest of the world." She
added; "It will take a bigger jolt than this
winter's energy crisis to pull us together."
To get a sense of national purpose, Mead
said, we need fear for the things we care
about and hope to feel that what we are
doing is worthwhile.
"We wouldn't do anything if we had much
time," Mead said, "People say we don't
have much time." "Therefore, they are
doing something about the pollution
problem," she said.
The Tripod incorrectly stated,
on page 9 of its April 2 issue, that
David DiBagno of Temple
University had been charged
with public obscenity, had been
found guilty of public indecency,
and was given a five-day jail
sentence. According to J. Ronald
Spencer, Dean of Community
Life, DiBagno was accused of
resisting arrest, and was not
convicted on this charge.
She noted, "The more callous we are
about anything that exists today the less
able we will be to stave off disaster 25 or 50
years from now.
"There is a tendency to polarize
everything and solve problems by ad-
versary methods," she said, "The
generation gap is not about parents and
children or about teachers and students, it is
about the generation that grew up after
WWII," she said.
Mead said it is untrue that students are
not interested in anything and are all
nostalgic. She noted the present generation
could turn on a light with the flick of a
switch. "They never had to wait," she said.
Students discovered in the sixties that this
demand for instant activity did not work.
This left them very puzzled, she added.
She said Americans have been subjected
to a lot of dooms day talk; doom from the
environment, the population explosion, and
. the nuclear bomb. "The doomsday people
talk as if we will continue to stay where we
are now." She said, "Things will change."
Mead said she has spent 50 years studying
cultural and institutional change. An-
thropologists, she said, are used to looking
at things as a whole. Generally speaking,
they have a wider scope of knowledge than
historians, she explained. However, she said
one cannot compare anthropologists with
historians and say that one group is better
than the other at predicting the future.
Mead said her profession lends itself to
two alternative points of view, male and
female. "To do a good study of a civilization
you need a man and a woman to do it," she
explained. She said being a woman gives her
a better opportunity to observe primitive
children and get the type of understanding
one does not get from studying adults.
"There are a large number of an-
thropological teams," she added.
Mead said her political orientation has not
been tempered very much by being an
anthropologist. She said she has a job to do
looking at the country. "I wouldn't want to
be impotent half the time," she said, "as a
consequence of my party being defeated,"
Mead said she does not think the impact of
technology, specifically the advent of the
birth control pill, has endangered the in-
stitution of marriage. She said, "The
chances of marriage being dead are ex-
traordinarily small."
However, she said there should be two
types of marriage contracts; one for couples
planning to have children, the other for
couples panning to remain childless. The
marriage contract for those planning to
have children she said should be more
binding.
According to Current Biography, an en-
cyclopedia of famous people, Margaret
Mead is America's foremost woman an-
thropologist. She is a specialist in what she
herself describes as the "conditioning of the
social personalities of both sexes." Aside
from teaching graduate courses at
Columbia University she is a noted author,
She has written 22 books including Coming
of Age in Samoa, Sex and Temperament in
Three Primitive Societies, and Male and
Female. At 71 Mead is Curator Emeritus of
New York's Museum of Natural History and
a grandmother.
Black Arts Week
Wednesday, April 17 - Sunday, April 21
Wednesday-1/: 30: Martin L. Kilson, a Harvard professor, will lecture on the Future of
Black Studies in McCook Auditorium.
Thursday~6:00: Jayne Cortez, the well known poet, will read in McCook Auditorium.
9:00: The Ninth Sun Ensemble will perform a Jazz Concert in the Washington Room.
Donations at the door.
Friday--?: 30: Michael Thelwell, chairman of Afro American Studies at the University
of Massachusetts, will speak on "Pan Africanism and the Afro American Com-
munity" in McCook Auditorium.
10:00: Party in the Washington Room.
Saturday-8:00: Cabaret in the Washington Room featuring "Too Much, Too Soon."
$2.50 per person; $4.00 per couple.
Sunday-3:30: Gospel Choir Musical in the Washington Room. 75* per person.
Reception for the Choirs afterwards in Hamlin Hall.
Everyone is welcome and invited to come.
1 ^ t l L # ® B. «
The Academic Affairs Committee's
i AAC) membership includes three elected
students and six elected faculty. The AAC
oversees the faculty's rules concerning
academic standing; votes to require with-
drawals for academic reasons and to
readmit students who had been required to
withdraw; considers and rules on cases of
plagerism and academic dishonesty; and
the like.'
Academic Dishonesty Appeals Board:
four (4) positions open to any full-time
undergraduate. ; '
The Academic Dishonesty Appeals Board
'ADAB) includes two students, two alter-
nate student members, and faculty from the
Faculty Jury Panel. The ADAB hears ap-
peals to actions taken by the AAC in cases of
plagerism and academic dishonesty.
Board of Inquiry: three (3) positions open
to any rising, full-time, undergraduate
junior or senior. . ,
The Board of Inquiry includes three
students and faculty from the Faculty Jury
Panel. The Board of Inquiry is an ad-
judicative body which acts in cases of
nonacademic discipline on the request of the
dean of community life. The Board of
Inquiry investigates the disciplinary case
and reports its findings and recom-
mendations to the dean of community life.
Board of Reconsideration: two (2)
positions open to any rising, full-time un-
dergraduate senior.
The Board of Reconsideration meets, at
the request, of the Vice-President of the
College, to reconsider decisions concerning
cases of non-academic discipline. The Board
of Reconsideration may recommend
modifications to the original decision or
may recommend that it be upheld.
Budget Committee: six (fi) positions open
to any full-time undergraduate.
Six elected students, a designated
member of the office of student services,
and a designated member of the treasurer's
office (ex officio) comprise the Budget
Committee. The Budget Committee-
establishes budgetary procedures for the
allocation of the student activities fee l»
recognized student organizations, approves
check .requests ami bills from these
organizations, and recommends budgetary
• policy to the Student Activities Committee,
College Affairs Committee: four (-1)
positions open to any full-time un-
from pg. 1
dergraduate.
Four elected students and four elected
faculty are members of the College Affairs
Committee '(CAC). The CAC recommends
policy in matters concerning, student ser-
vices and community life. The CAC also acts
as a grievanqe body for thestudents in areas
pertaining to student affairs and residential"
l i f e . " ." . •.•;•• : ',
Connecticut Public Interest Research
Group: five (5) positions on the local board
• open1 • to any member (any full-time un-
dergraduate who did not receive a refund of
membership dues).
The Connecticut Public Interest Group
(ConnPIRG), established in the spring of
1973, permits students to seek practical
educational experiences in the research and
. solution of social problems in Connecticut.
The local board (Trinity College) sends one
representative to the state board of direc-
tors, which makes all decisions and policies
regarding ConnPIRG's operations. Mem-
bers of the local board should expect to
spend approximately ten hours per week
involved in ConnPIRG related matters.
Curriculum Committee: four (4) positions
open to any full-time undergraduate.
Four elected students, nine elected
faculty, the dean of the faculty, and the dean
for' educational services comprise the
Curriculum Committee. The Curriculum
Committee handles all changes in the
curriculum and in the curricular policy of
the College. It must approve all new courses
(including student taught coyrses),
programs, and majors. In addition, students
seeking interdisciplinary majors must
receive the approval of the Curriculum
Committee.
Mather Hall Board of Governors: eleven
(11) positions open to any full-time un-
da-graduate.
Fifteen elected students and a member of
the office of student services (exofficio) are
members of the Mather Hall Board of
Governors (MHBOG). The MHBOG
provides social and cultural activities to
mret the needs of the student body.
Financial Affairs Committee: one U)
position open to any full-time un-
dergraduates,
One elected student and four elected
faculty are members of the Financial Af-
fairs Committee (FAO. The FAC receives
atxl reviews analyses of past budgetary
experiences and current budgetary reports.
It also serves as an advisory body to the
library, the athletic department, and the
office of financial aid.
Student Activities Committee: six (6)
positions open to any full-time un-
dergraduate.
Six elected students,, two designated
members of the office of student services,
one designated member1 of the office of
community life, one designated member of
the Budget Committee, one designated
member of the Mather Policy Board, and a.
designated member of the treasurer's office
(ex officio) comprise the Student Activities
Committee (SAC).
The SAC sets policy and. procedures for all
recognized student organizations, acts on
recommendations and complaints from the
Budget Committee and the Mather Policy
Board, and refers actions outside its
jurisdiction to the appropriate College body.
Trinity College Council: eight (8)
positions open to any full-time un-
dergraduate. •
The Trinity College Council, (T.CC)
comprised of eight elected students, eight
elected faculty, four designated members of
the administration, one designated member
of the Board of Fellows, and one designated
member of the Parents Association, is an
advisory body to the President. The TCC
also advises the faculty, the student body,
and other appropriate College bodies con-
cerning issues pertaining to all aspects of
College life.
Elections Procedures
The term of office of all the positions is one
• academic year.
To, appear on the ballot, a student must
submit a nominating petition. The petition
must' contain the student's name, class, box
and phone number, and the position applied
for. The student may list only one position on
a petition. Students desiring to run for more
than one position must submit a petition for
each position. All nominating petitions must
also include the signatures of fifteen full-
time undergraduates. Any petition not
meeting the above criteria will be invalid.
Students must turn in their nominating
petitions on Thursday, April 18th, between
ihe hours of 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., in the
locked petition box at the Mather Hall front
desk. The SEC will not accept any petition
before 9:00 a.m., Thursday, April 18th, or
after 5:00 p.m., Thursday, April 18th.
The SEC will notify students by mail by
Monday, April 22, as to whether or not the
SEC accepted their petition. The SEC will
accept appeals to its decisions in the Student
Government Office on Monday, April 22,
from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. After 5:00 p.m.
Monday, April 22, the SEC will not accept
appeals. • •/
The TRIPOD will publish the official
ballot in the April 23 issue. If any student has
an appeal based on the ballot a s it appears in
the TRIPOD, the student must appeal to the
SEC in the Student Government Office,
Tuesday, April 23, from I:00to5:00p.m. The
SEC will not accept further appeals after
5:00 p.m., Tuesday, April 22.
The SEC will conduct elections Thursday
and Friday, May 2 and 3, during
preregistration. Full-time undergraduates
may cast ballots any time during
preregistration.
Althoug the SEC allows campaigning, the
following rules are in effect: the SEC allows
no campaigning in Mather Hall on the days
of the ballotting; and no individual may
spend more than ten dollars in campaign
costs.
The SEC recommends that each can-
didate submit a written statement to the
TRIPOD. The TRIPOD requires that
statements be typed, triple-spaced, signed,
not longer than 75 words, and with the total
word count at the top of the page. The
TRIPOD also requires that all statements
be submitted by 5:00 p.m., Saturday, April
20th.
The TRIPOD is published weekly on T u c s d ' v *
during the academic year except vacations by in
students ot Trinity College. The newspaper is w i n .
and edited entirely by a student staff, and no form °
censorship at all is exerted on the contents or s'V"-
any issue. The TRIPOD is printed by The Staffor
Press, Route 190, Stafford Springs, Connecticut mi•
by photo-offset. Student subscriptions are included i
the student activities fee; Others are 510.00 per y •
Second class postage is paid at Hartford, Connecticu^
under the Act of March 3, 1879. Advertising rates or
$1.80 per column Inch i*115per page, S58 per hal.-paB^
Deadline for advertisements, as well as a ^
nouncements, letters, and articles, is 10 a.ni •
Sunday preceding publication. Copy eonsidorei
iectionable by the editorial board will not bei aicep
Announcements and news releases from the co s
and surrounding community are printed «n
discretion of the editor.
College Recruits Minorities
r',p.;-'<W.
' .„ .. Photo by Lloyd Wolf
52 prospective Black, Asian, and Latin students arrived last Sunday at
the invitation of this College in order to familiarize themselves with
Trinity's student life. Each visitor met his/her host or hostess for the
weekend at Wean Lounge, where Vice-President Thomas A. Smith and
Director of Admissions W. Howie Muir welcomed them.
Photo By Lioya wolfl
John Norman, '62, assisted the College in its welcoming of the prospective
students. Norman spoke to the students concerning Trinity during dinner in the
Mather Dining Hall.
Photo by Lloyd Wolf
Marlene Connors, '75, shows a prospective student around campus. She
was one of 50 hosts and hostesses, who assisted the College in their
recruitment effort.
Photo by. Lloyd Wolf j
Trinity students showed the applicants around the campus Sunday af-
ternoon. The applicants also attended classes Monday morning ar.^ we, able
to meet with faculty members to discuss educational opportunities with \ im.
Group Considers Recycling Program
By the Committee on Environment
The problems of energy and the en-
vironment have not spared Trinity College.
Recent history and current price indices, for
example, confirm the obvious. The severe
ice storm of last December wreaked havoc -
and extensive damage - on the Trinity en-
vironment. Almost simultaneously, soaring
fuel prices and diminished supplies
challenged the College's financial well being
as well its calendar. Fuel costs have in-
creased well over 100 per cent in one year
and more than a cumulative 500 percent in
tour years. These are serious problems and
the group charged with the difficult task of
seeking solutions for Trinity College is the
Committee on the Environment and
Energy.
This Committee, first formed in the
Spring of 1973, was revitalized and
restructured in the Fall when it quickly
became apparent that the "energy crisis"
descending upon the country could bring
severe consequences to Trinity College. The
Committee's original effort during that
rather frantic period was to assist the
College in undertaking steps to conserve
energy and thus preserve its calendar while
constructing alternative term schedules if
calendar changes proved necessary. This
was an extremely time-consuming but
successful exercise. Asa result of numerous
energy-conservation steps and excellent
Participation by members of the College
community, Trinity managed to avoid
calendar changes which have proved dif-
"cult and disruptive to those schools which
adopted them - out of necessity or
Premature fears.
fhP°nO w i n? t h i s o n e ' hopefully unique task,
we Committee has undertaken a host of
Projects in areas touching on both the en-
vironment and energy:l
- Development and implementation of a
Trinity paper recycling program which will
involve participation by students, faculty,
and administration;
2. Possible use of recycled paper in Trinity
offices;
3. Contingency steps to be considered in
the event future energy shortages require
adjustments in the calendar or facility use;
4. Development and implementation of
means by which paper consumption at the
College can be reduced;
5. Additional steps by which energy
consumption can be further reduced, with
particular emphasis on increased par-
ticipation by community members.
6. Ways by which individuals and groups
at the College can assist in making the
campus a more aesthetically pleasing and
ecologically sound environment.
Clearly, one of the most financially im-
portant tasks facing the College is energy
conservation. Many institutions which only
recently were projecting balanced budgets
and financial stability for the first time in
recent rrie.mory have now been forced to
completely reassess their projections and
their optimism as a result of spiralling fuel
costs. Fortunately, Trinity remains
financially stable but its energy costs have
soared. Fuel costs continue to exceed
previous expenditures despite extrordinary
reductions in consumption. For example,
despite a 18.5% monthly consumption
saving in No. 6 low sulfur oil (the primary
source of heating fuel at Trinity), the cost
for Febraury 1974 consumption was almost
exactly double that for February 1973.
Despite a 41.2% reduction for No. 4 oil
(based upon deliveries), the February 1974
consumption cost actually exceeded that of
February 1973. Such increases in total cost
ultimately result in increases in the student
fee structure. While the Trinity tuition in-
crease for the next school year will be equal
to or less than those of many institutions
similar in size and quality, the first $75 of the
increase will be a direct result of the higher
fuel costs.
The Committee is convinced that greater
energy conservation can and must be made
at Trinity and sees one of its principal tasks
to be developing greater individual concern
and participation in conservation measures.
The level of participation and the resulting
energy savings to date have been ex-
ceptional but price indices make necessary
even greater effort. The consequences -
especially financial - are obvious.
In this regard and in all other matters
touching upon energy and the environment,
the Committee welcomes the thoughts,
assistance, and expertise of others. Its
meetings are in almost all instances open to
the public and it encourages outside interest
and participation. The Committee reports
directly to President Lockwood and is
comprised of nine members: three students,
three faculty, and three members of the
administrative staff. Present members are
students Diane Guin'ta '76, Scott Hayim '74,
and Prince Ftiley '76; faculty professors
Francis J. Egan, Edward Goldfrank, and
Randolph M. Lee; and administrators Riel
Crandall, Thomas D. Lips, and Del Shilkret.
SEC Changes Name;
Membership
The Student Executive Committee (SEC)
changed its membership and its name,
according to Tony Piccirillo, '75, chairman
of the SEC. The new Student Government
Association CSGA) will assume the
responsibilities and the powers of the SEC
after this spring's elections, added Pic-
cirillo.
Members of the SEC rewrote its con-
stitution before spring vacation, said Pic-
cirillo. He added that the SEC approved the
change after "many hours of deliberation
and discussion during the past week."
The basic changes in the SGA, compared
to the SEC, are the election procedures ans
the membership, said Piccirillo. He added
that some members of the SEC felt that the
SEC does not represent the student body
well enough. Some members also felt that
the SEC is not an effective student govern-
ment, he added.
Piccirillo stated that the SEC will conduct
the elections for the SGA during pre-
registration in May. After the elections, the
SEC will no longer exist, he added.
Twenty-four at-large members will
comprise part of the membership of the
SGA, said Piccirillo. In addition, each
committee on the campus, which has
elected student members, will select one of
its student members to serve on the SGA.
Eighteen of the twenty-four positions are
open for election in May, stated Piccirillo.
He added that the remaining six positions
will be open for election to members of the
freshman class in September.
Piccirillo stated that the SEC hopes that
more members of the student body will
participate in the activities of the SGA. The
best way to have a voice in what is going on
is to run for a position during the upcoming
elections, he added.
Gas Pains Decline; Supply Rises
By J. Carey LaPorte
With one exception, the seven gasoline
retailers interviewed last February agreed
that the gas crisis, though not yet over, has
been alleviated. Many of the dealers have
received increased gasoline allotments and
have increased prices, hours, and no longer
have a sales limit.
the acute petroleum shortages of the past
few months. But there will be a phase-in
period, and the end of the embargo doesn't
solve our basic energy problems."
The newsletter continued by assuring that
more gasoline will be available in the spring
and summer months. "Exxon USA recently
Photo by David Duennebier
Connecticut gasoline retailers all agree that the days of long lines, gas
shortages, and purchase limits are over, in Connecticut, at least. But prices
will continue to rise, especially as the higher priced Arab oil hits the market.
Now that the Arab oil boycott has ended,
the general concensus among the dealers is
that their allotment of gasoline will
probably increase. However, as the at-
tendant at Sher's Automotive Center stated,
"The supplies from the Arab nations aren't
due to arrive for the next four to six weeks."
Why, then, did the-dealers have such
positive reports? As the operator at Sher's
put it, "Other states still have problems with
bad lines. We (Connecticut retailers) don't,
because the Connecticut legislature
. pressured the energy office into giving us
' our emergency allocation."
The ending of the oil embargo does not
meanthat in four to six weeks the energy
crisis will have ended.
In a newsletter recently received by
Gordonaro's Garage from its affiliate,
Exxon USA, it states that "the U.S. con-
sumers can look forward to some relief from
announced that its Mar. 20-Apr. 30 allocation
fraction will be increased from .83 to .95of
the 1972 adjusted base period volumes
(allotments)."
However, along the same lines, the
operator of Rhodes Service Center stated
that the crisis forced "1/3 of this (Hartford)
area's gas stations to close. Even if we
(Hartford retailers) receive 100% of last
year's allocation, it will not be enough to
service the needs of the residents of Hart-
ford, unless the demand and consumption of
gas (as opposed to last year's consumption
averages for this time of year) drops." As
the newsletter puts it, "The need to conserve
gas will continue. "There is not going to be
enough gasoline for everyone to drive
anywhere, anytime, and as much as he or
she wishes. Carpooling and elimination of
unnecessary trips are vital."
Of the area dealers, the operators of
Norman's Exxon and Trinity A-l stated that
they have received the same fuel allocation
as in February. The remaining five dealers
all stated that their allocations have in-
creased with the exception of BNS Arco. The
operator of C&C Mobil stated that his
allocation has increased 12% over the past
two months, whereas the operator at BNS
Arco maintained that for him the gas
situation is "still poor" and that his allot-
ments are "no greater, no more frequent- if
anything, less."
Most retailers agreed, though, that the
future looks even brighter, especially when
the Arab oil arrives. Six of the seven
operators stated that they have returned to
giving services such as checking the oil and
washing the windows to their gas
customers- a practice they found necessary
to drop as the lines grew longer and tempers
grew shorter. The remaining retailer, at
Norman's Exxon, gives these services to his
customers "whenever possible" or when he
is not too busy. In addition, the operators at
Sher's Automotive Center stated that he
"never stopped giving services to
customer's during the crisis."
As yet, none of the retailers has a limit on
the amount of gasoline sales, although the
operator of Rhodes Service Center said, "I
may have to limit sales by the end of the
month" (to stretch out supplies). The
operator at Bordonaro's Garage said that he
would have to "play it (the gas supply
situation) by ear" while the operators of
Trinity A-l and Sher's Automotive Center
maintained that they never had a gasoline
sales limit.
In February, most of the retailers not only
had sales limits, but also limits on pumping
hours. Four of the stations are open all day
for pumping as opposed to one in February
The other three, BNS Arco, Norman's
Exxon, and Bordonaro's Garage have short
pumping hours.
The average price per gallon of regular
gasoline by the seven retailers is 53.8$, an
increase of 5* over the Feb. 5 average. The
highest price being charged is 58.9* per
gallon and the lowest per-gallon charge is
49$. For premium gas, the increase was
steeper over the two-month period. The
average price being charged for a gallon of
premium gasoline increased 6.2$ to its
present mark of,58.8t The maximum price
charged at the seven stations is 70.6* per
gallon where the minimum price is 53« per
gallon.
Most of the retailers agreed that prices
were on the rise until March. During the
past month, however, according to the
different retailers, the prices have in-
creased, wavered, stabilized or decreased.
They agreed on one important point- none of
them feel that (or know if) the price of gas
will go as low as before the crisis began.
According to these retailers, the gas lines
have dwindled to moderation from excess;
the gas allotment has increased; and, in
general, it seems as though the worst of the
crisis is over; and the situation will nor-
malize. However, as the Exxon USA
newsletter puts it, "Although the lifting of
the embargo will ease the situation, the
basic problem will continue."
TRl NITY A-l, corner of Broad St. and Vernon St.: Hours Increased by two—never had limit—Reg. 58.94 !Feb, 54.W);
Prem.; 70.6<t (Feb: 594) '.'Lines hurt business, not help. Customers were mad about lines."
BOROONARD'S GARAGE (EXXON), across Broad St. from Crescent St. entrance to campus; pumps once In a
while—no sales limit at moment (play by ear)—Reg. 59.44 (Feb: 45.«4>; Prem.: 54.44 (Feb: 49.64) "Allotment has
Increased, but not as much as necessary,"
BNS ARCO, corner of New Britain Ave. and Broad St.: Hours decreased two hours (since December)— No sales
limit—Reg: 494 (Feb: 46.44)' Prem: 534 (Feb. 50.44) "Situation still poor, but no line problem now."
C&C MOBIL, Corner of New Britain Ave. and Broad St.: Hours Increased 6-7 hours—No sales limit— Reg: 56.74 (Feb:
48.3c— ,• Prem: 404 (Feb: 52,3<t) "Prices decreasing, situation same as before crisis".
NORMAN'S EXXON, Corner of Washington St. and Lincoln St.: Hours short—No sales Ilmlt—Reg: 51.94 (Feb: 45.94),-
Prem: 54.9* (Feb. 49.94) "Situation will probably improve."
RHODE'S SERVICE CENTER (TEXACO), Corner of Washington St. and L'ncoln St.: Open all day—No sales limit
now (may have to atend of month) Reg'; 52.44 (Feb; 47M); Prem;: 56.H (Feb: 5\.St) "Since 1/3 of stations closed In
past year, even 100% of last year's allotment won't be enough to service all the needs of the Hartford area If the
demand Is the same as last year." • . •••
SHER'S AUTOMOTIVE CENTER (MOBIL), Corner of Washington St. and Brownell Ave.: Open all day—Never had
gas limit—Reg: S7M (Feb. 51.24); Prem.: 61t (Feb. 55.24) "Environmentalists helped crisis come about,- U.S. acted
too late to stop crisis."
ConnPIRG Investigates SNET
The Connecticut Public Interest Research
Group (ConnPIRG) is calling for college
students all over Connecticut to make public
their complaints about the Southern New
England Telephone Company (SNET),
ConnPIRG is attempting to prove that
SNET has routinely and systematically
discriminated against its college student
customers.
Several months ago, ConnPIRG ran a
"Telephone Survey" at Trinity College and
Wesleyan University. This survey
established that students ar6 large phone
users; about 75% have or share a private
phone and pay an average of about $14 per
person per month for telephone usage. More
significant is the fact that almost half of the
students estimate that over 80% of their
phone calls are long distance.
"Students are notorious long distance
callers; almost every call they make incurs
extra charges," stated survey coordinator
Peter Basch. "Yet it appears that SNET
considers student business unimportant;
our survey reveals a pattern of
discrimination that can only be interpreted
as deliberate."
Basch said most students are never asked
where they want their phone. "If a student
wants a telephone installed other than off an
existing phone-jack, the chances are close to
100% that he/she won't get it. And this is
contrary to stated SNET policy."
Additionally, Basch alleged that students
are often temporarily denied a telephone.
"Installation is usually done in a college by
dormitory, and if a student. requests a
telephone much before or after his/her
dormitory is serviced, the student is often
told that he/she must wait until the dor-
mitory can be revisited. Again, this is
contrary to stated SNET policy," charged
Basch.
In a letter to the President of SNET, Ed
Feinstein, Research Director of ConnPIRG,
stated:
Chief among the complaints is
what appears to be an exorbitant
installation fee of $22. Although this
is often described as a non-recurring
fee, in the case of dormitory students
who return home at the end of the
college year, this burden is indeed
recurring...The fact that all phones
in a given area are switched on
during the same service trip, that
most rooms already containing the
required wiring and jack, and that
some even contain a telephone make
it extremely difficult to understand
the large installation cost.
This feeling of concern is com-
pounded by the type of
discriminatory service dormitory
users feel they are subject to. This
includes the non-listing of their
names in telephone directories
distributed to the public, refusals to
offer extension phone service, and
refusal to offer service when there
are presently no jacks.
Feinstein stated thatSNET's reply denied all
allegations.
Feinstein said any student who would like
to register a formal complaint regarding
discrimination by SNET should contact him
at the ConnPIRG office (57 Farmington
Avenue, Hartford, Conn. 06105; or call: 525-
9326).
Faculty Meeting • B
Affairs Committee will propose changes in
the present pass-fail system, according to
William Bowie, chairman of the Committee.
The first proposal, while leaving un-
changed the student's right to change his
pass-fail course to a letter grade during the
first two weeks of the semester, would allow
the student to change a course from pass-
fail to a letter grade up to the last two weeks
of classes, noted Bowie.
Bowie, commenting on this proposal, said
that the committee had felt that a student
taking a pass-fail, if he desired, should be
allowed to receive the letter grade he ear-
ned.
The second proposal, if approved, will
create a new 'low pass' designation for final
grades falling in the D range, continued
Bowie. Grades in the A C range will still
, receive a 'pass' grade, and he explained, F
• will still be a 'fail', if the proposal goes
through.
The Committee further recommended
\ _
that if the second proposal was approved
that a grade of 'pass' would be counted as
equivalent to a C- in determining a student's
academic standing, with the stipulation that
student-taught courses and high-school
seminars would continue to not count in the
determination of a Student's standing. This
"Pass" would continue to be omitted in the
calculation of cumulative averages, noted
Bowie.
If the Low Pass proposal is rejected, the
Committee recommends that any student on
academic probation should not be permitted
to take a pass-fail course during his next two
semesters after incurring probation.
Bowie said the Low Pass proposal, and the
recommendations following it, were for the
purpose of maintaining good academic
standing those students whose records did
not warrant probation. He noted that to
maintain good academic standing, a student
had to earn a C- or better in a certain
number of courses each semester (two if he
took up through four credits, three if he took
five credits or more.)
At present, Bowie continued, no pass-fail
course counted toward good academic
standing. With the proposal changes, grades
in pass-fail courses of Cr or better would aid
a student in maintaining good academic
standing, while grades below C- would
hinder a student no more than at present.
Through these proposals, he said, the
Academic Affairs Committee hoped to have
fewer students on academic probation.
Lerner Proposal
Today's faculty meeting will include a
resolution, proposed by Michael Lerner,
assistant professor of philosophy, which
asks the "faculty Appointments and
Promotions Committee and all other
relevant committees to ensure the rehiring
of Dr. Eugene Frankel for two years as
from pg. 1
Assistant Professor in the Department of
Physics."
Lerner said it did not matter to him
whether the proposal passed in its current
form. He said he would support "any kind of
reasonable proposal to get the Frankel
decision reversed." He added that he would
consider amendments to his proposal, so
long as the proposal still effected Frankel s
reappointment.
Commenting on the Faculty Conference
meeting of April 1, at which student
representatives discussed the appointments
and promotions issue with the Conference,
Lerner said it "doesn't deal with the im-
mediate issue" concerning Frankel s
standing. He referred to it as a "diversion
to pacify students who were rightfully angry
over the Frankel issue.
When asked by the TRIPOD whether or
not he had decided to accept a one-year
reappointment, he declined to discuss tne
matter.
What Is Trin's Educational Policy?
K-»i Rri/nn Clra0n field H ^By Brian Greenfield
"A Yeshiva," answered Norman Miller,
Professor of sociology, is what a Trinity
College education should be. This question
has plagued the Trinity College Educational
Policy Committee, according to its chair-
man Drew Hyland, associate professor of
philosophy.
Hyland continued, "the value of an un-
dergraduate education is to get people to
call into question what they have always
been inclined to take for granted, and to
realize that thoughtful life (one full of
thought) is the best life!"
According to Borden Painter, associate
professor of history, another member of the
committee, "The heart of a liberal arts
education is nonprofessional one which
concentrates on training minds to think
critically and independently concerning
human achievements past and present. We
must shy away from technical training for a
job," he said. However while the programs
are wide ranging, Painter said he also feels
there is a need to direct a student toward a
vocational goal.
Howard Delong, professor of philosophy,
mentioned that several important aspects of
an undergraduate education are to ap-
propriate vast resources of past and present
and to internalize the teaching, experience,
to make self-education a habit.
"There is a growing concern that
decisions with respect to the functions of the
Committee need to reflect agreement on
overall purpose of the college,"- said
President Theodore Lockwood. "At one time
the proprofessional aspects of the un-
dergraduate education were preclusice," he
continued, "we are now experiencing a
renaissance of that dilemma."
There is also a growing and real concern
that the student he well prepared for a
particular profession, he explained.
"However, I am convinced that the liberal
arts college has an integrity which tran-
scends this utilitarian objective, ap-
propriate as it may be for certain kinds of
post-secondary education," he continued.
Consequently, the students choices of
courses are narrow, the student is less
willing to experiment in other academic
areas.
Intermediate (preprofessional) goals are
easy," he explained, "but what is the overall
emphasis, and how does this affect the
flavor of our programs?"
Ten years ago there was agreement as to
the goals of an undergraduate education,
said Lockwood. Presently, the faculty is
ambiguous about these goals. Lockwood is
"concerned that the faculty regain con-
sensus as to the broad purpose of
education."
He said he hopes that an undergraduate
education helps the students "understand
themselves" and would eventually "provide
better leadership."
"A central purpose of liberal teaching and
learning should be to identify the values
influencing our behavior," said Lockwood,
"to use our reason to appraise those values,
and then, to reconsider them in light of their
validity and their consequences for both the
individual and society."
Edwin P. Nye, Dean of Faculty, stated
that "the search for wisdom should be
central to a liberal arts education," in ad-
dition to learning to make value judgements
by confronting real, day-to-day situations.
The problem is what to teach to accomplish
these objectives, while preventing the
vocational and prevocational interests from
dominating the College, he continued.
Nye realizes the necessity for a com-
promise between the "unworldly at-
mosphere" of the Institute for Advanced
Study at Princeton (where faculty are en-
dowed to do research full-time without
academic responsibilities) and the practical
aspects of a prevocational training (i.e.,
someone in education practicing teaching).
The committee is now faced with the
responsibility of determining the primary
goal of a Trinity College education, Nye
continued. "This is a difficult task as the
definition of a liberal arts education is
mostly implicit rather than explicit," said
Nye. Among colleges like Trinity the lack of
specifity of statement is borne out by the
following objectives "broaden horizons, and
become aware of self," he continued.
The committee performs three functions,
said Painter. These functions include
allocation of faculty positions, approval of
academic programs and reviewing the
educational objectives of the college, he
explained.
Frank Child, professor of Biology, said all
faculty members contribute to the
educational policy of the college. A joint
committee of faculty and trustees vote a
curriculum into existence, explained Child.
Dept. To Offer New Courses
By Will Mathews
/fef^l^h-
Photo by Lloyd Wolf
The Physics department will offer courses which will apply many topics
from science to the needs and interests of the non-science major, according to
Charles Miller, chairman of the department.
The Physics Department will be of-
fering several new courses for those
students without mathematics or other
Previous science background next year,
according to Charles Miller, professor of
Physics. These courses are to cover a
variety of special interests and will be
offered on an annually rotating basis.
Until now, noted Miller there has been
little interest in the physics department
ot! ™ part of non-science students, and
w
»l be offered without prerequisite.
Hopefully, he continued, these courses
win apply physics to concepts, both
lamihar and strange, that the students
nave heard about.
Courses such as "Galileo and Newton",
aught by Harvey • Picker, assistant
professor of physics, and Eugene
Frankel's "History of Science" course
enjoyed particular student popularity.
Robert Lindsay, professor of physics, is
scheduled to teach one of the new
courses, "Frontiers of Physics"; in-
structors for the other courses are not yet
known.
According to Miller, the courses will
include the above mentioned "Frontiers
in Physics", a study of questions at the
current research frontiers, as well as
"Science in Society", "Environmental
Physics", and "Astronomy".
Other topics in the future will include
Cosmology, nuclear energy production,
and possibly quantum mechanics on an
introductory level, concluded Miller,
It is the educational policy committee's task
to see that the curriculum is achieved he
said.
Further, Child mentioned the committee
serves as a means of communication bet-
ween the administration and faculty to ease
any friction between the two. He said it also
advises the administration on what
priorities are to be given to filling vacant
faculty positions considering the limited
faculty size.
Until recently, according to Nye, the
committee has "Maintained the status quo,
it has not made major educational policy
shifts, only short term trimming."
Hyland emphasized the committee must
make its decisions before the winter
professional convention when new
professors are selected. The decision-
making process not only involves the
committee's evaluations of departmental
proposals but also possible appeals by the
department, he explained.
"The committee's guidelines are not
based on educational policy presently," said
Hyland. "We're doing all of this ad hoc," he
continued, "whereas we should have an
educational policy in light of which the
committee can make its decisions." The
committee will formulate such a policy in
the spring when it needn't be concerned with
faculty allocation decisions.
All these decisions entail further con-
siderations, Painter added. The size of the
faculty, 134 members as determined by the
trustees, "is not a debatable issue", ex-
plained Painter "just a financial matter."
Every department must submit an annual
statement justifying the existing number of
faculty members in the department or any
alteration in that number, he said. The
committee evaluates these statements,
explained Painter, according to the need of
the department, the enrollment size, the
student and faculty interest, and ideas as to
whether the alterations would enhance the
quality of the institution.
Dean Nye related this issue of faculty
allocations to establishing concentric cir-
cles; the most essential program located in
the center circle, and the less important
programs occupying the peripheral circles.
In other words, priorities exist among the
departments and programs at the college,
some departments and programs are more
important than others. For example,
history, English and math are of central
importance to the activities of the school, he
said. Less central are sociology and political
science as they can conceivably be in-
corporated into the history curriculum. •
Similarly, Child mentioned that the
committee's decision-making process are
analogous to a "gardening metaphor rather
than an animal metaphor." The college can
eliminate or cut away the less important
programs and departments without
destroying the institution as a whole, he
explained.
He further emphasized that there is no
"algorithm (rule) to pursue as to which
programs and departments are central and
which peripheral."
Hyland commented that "the committee
has done will make ad-hoc decisions, yet we
need a definition of policy for the polities of
the committee where there is a great stake
in equity and Justice." ;•
Hyland also remarked that he is
especially eager for the college to receive a
federal grant from the National Endowment
for the Humanities. This grant would relieve
seven professors from their teaching
responsibilities for two years to initiate a
"Mini-Institution for Advanced Studies" to
investigate the studies and goals of
education. It would offer public occasions to
discuss the improvement of a Trinity
Education, Hyland continued. It 's
framework would be similar to the
colloquiem series entitled, "Rationality and
its Alternatives," only it would operate on a
full-time basis, he said.
According to Hyland, the committee
would function most effectively if all its
members were full-time. Consequently,
students would be unable to serve yet their
suggestions would be welcome on a
volunteer basis, he continued.
He also said that credit could not be of-
fered to a student wishing to serve on the
committee as this would defeat the purpose
of relieving the committee members of their
teaching responsibilities.
The committee members include Drew
Hyland, associate professor of philosophy,
Edwin Nye, Dean of Faculty, Frank Child,
professor of biology, President Theodore
Lockwood, Borden Painter, associate
professor of history, Norman Miller,
professor of sociology, and Howard DeJong,
professor of philosophy., . '
Garston Seeks Student Support
By Arthur J, Johnson
Neil Garston
"I'd rather stay at Trinity and encourage
the needed changes here rather than seek
perfection somewhere else," said Neil
Garston, assistant professor of economics.
The Economics department has recom-
mended that Garston not be reappointed
after his present contract expires at the end
of the 1974-75 academic year. Garston added
he has received one year's notice as
specified by the American Association of
University Professors (A.A.U.P.),
Garston, completing his fifth year at
Trinity, noted there is no process of appeal
of this decision once the department
withholds its recommendation.
"There are four levels on which the
decision rests," Garston explained. "The
Appointments and Promotions Committee,
the Joint Appointments and Promotions
Committee (which differs from the former
because of the addition of three trustees),
the Board of Trustees, and the department
itself. If any of these levels should respond
negatively, then the recommendation is
withheld," he added.
The department will, however, consider
new input from faculty and students, ac-
cording to Garston, "To date, however, •
there has been no response from either
group. This could be because so few people
are aware that my recommendation has
been withheld", Garston speculated.
Although he was disappointed with the
economics department's decision, Garston
said, he would like to remain at Trinity. "I
taught at the University of Connecticut for a
year and I currently teach one course there.
A class of forty is considered small there
whereas at Trinity one's class may range
from seven to thirty students", he stated.
"I prefer a school Trinity's size where
more student-faculty contact is possible and
where the individual has more voice," said
Garston. "In a period when many small
colleges have died or are dying, there aren't
many places like Trinity left," he con-
cluded.
Student Organizes Fund-Raising
The disasters in the central United States
should not go unnoticed, said Mary Nelson
'77, who is organizing members of the
Trinity College community in a fund-raising
effort.
According to the April 5 issue of the Wall
Street Journal, over 300 people died,
thousands were injured, and millions of
dollars worth of property destroyed when
tornadoes hit 12 states on April 3.
The money, collected in the relief effort,
said Nelson, will be contributed to the
American Red Cross Disaster Fund. Ac-
cording to Nelson, Red Cross state disaster
coordinator Bill White said that though no
request has come from the national
headquarters for state chapters to raise
funds, any contributions would be made out
to the American Red Cross. Anyone in-
terested in donating time to the fund-raising
effort should also contact Nelson.
Hartford Stage Triumphs With O'Neill
By Ron Blitz
There is currently a firebolt ablaze in a
converted warehouse somehwere in
downtown Hartford. But it is not the building
that feels the intensity of the raw heat
concentrated in the tiny playing area of the
Hartford Stage Company, it is the audience.
And how wonderful it is to have our insides
singed by such a warm and caressing
theatrical flame.
One of the last completed plays written by
the master of dramatic passion, Eugene
O'Neill, is now being performed at the
Hartford Stage through May 5th and I urge
anyone with the most casual interest in fine
theatre to place it at the top of their coming
agenda. Here is an instance where all the
separate crafts that compose the theatrical
art have come together in a near-perfect
union. The play} entitled "A Touch of the
Poet" is given a tender, sensitive reading by
the company and the result is an emotional
experience not soon to be forgotten.
Written in 1935, "A Touch of the Poet" did
not have its first American production until
1958, five years after the death of the author.
In the last 2 decades of his life, O'Neill had
been working'on a project whose scope has
hardly ever been equalled. All his energies
were devoted to the creation of a
monumental cycle of 11 plays, to be called,
"A Tale of Possessors Self-Dispossessed".
The cycle was to cover the history of an
American family from Revolutionary times
up to the 1920's. By tracing the family's
downfall, O'Neill hoped to illustrate the
failure of American society of the present
day to live up to its glorious destiny. The
major, theme was to be how possessions
corrupt the human spirit and eventually
lead to its misery and moral decay.
As O'Neill worked on this massive un-
dertaking, he found the time to turn out
"The Iceman Cometh," "Long Day's
Journey Into Night", "A Moon for the
Misbegotten" and the one-act "Hugtrie",
which itseU was to be a part of a Varger cycle,
of one-act plays. But the project he had
created for himself proved to require more
of an effort than any dramatist could
possibly be able to supply, and as a result,
O'Neill found his health waning and with it,
his ability to write. Some of the plays of the
cycle had never been started, and most were
in the form of long, unwieldy manuscripts
that needed judicious cutting and editing. So
in 1953, in a Boston hotel room several
months before the playwright's death, he
cast all his uncompleted plays, with the
exception of one deemed fit for saving, into
the fire. Only "A Touch of the Poet", the
fifth play of the cycle remained. (As it
turned out, another manuscript, that of
"More Stately Mansions", which was in-
tended to be the sixth play in the series also
escaped the fire. But it was far from com-
plete and most texts on O'Neill now choose
to disregard its existence )
AMERICAN GRAFFITI-Study of early
sixties' youth in which four high-school
buddies have a night of celebration before
departure for college. High critical acclaim.
(Showcase Cinemas)
BLAZING SADDLES—Mel Brooks spoofs
the Hollywood western genre in his new
comedy. Reviewers found this film to be
funny in spots, but the total effect does not
add up to a satisfying movie. (Cinema I, E.
Htfd., Central, W. Htfd.)
CINDERELLA LIBERTY-Marsha
Mason and James Caan star as prostitute
and sailor, respectively, involved in an
unusual love affair. This one won modest
approval. (Cinema City)
THE EXORCIST—Hugely popular tale of
the demonic possession of a 12-year-old girl
which necessitates the summoning of an
exorcist. Critics' ratings ranged from
"masterpiece" to "utter garbage".
(Showcase Cinemas)
A FILM ABOUT JIMI HEN-
DRIX—Documentary on the life and music
of the late rock star. (Cine Webb, Wether-
sfield)
THE GREAT GATSBY—Buried under an
avalanche of pre-release publicity,
Paramount's third film version of F. Scott
Fitzgerald's classic tale of the spoiled, in-
dolent rich could only be a masterpiece in
If "A Touch of the Poet" is any indication
of the quality that was to be indicative of the
entire cycle, what a glorious undertaking it
must have been! As is the case with most
O'Neill plays, this work is much more
vibrant and powerful on stage then on the
printed page. Its plot is slight, dealing more
with shifting relationships than in actual
story-line. What plot there is is set in the
year 1828 and concerns Cornelius Melody, a
man whose self-possession eventually leads
to his self-dispossession. He is a proud,
preening peacock of a man, obsessed with
his image in the mirror, the poetry of Lord
Byron, and the glory of his past military and
sexual exploits. In Melody can be found the
traces of every overly-stringent father in
almost every one of O'Neill's family
dramas. He is James Tyrone stretched to a
grotesque degree.'
Melody comes from humble Irish peasant
stock, but believes himself as he frequently
quotes, "Among the crowd, but not of
them." He will not stoop to a toast with an
old military crony until he is. properly ad-
dress as "Major". He clinks the glasses as
daughter, Sara, who recognizes her father
for the put-on he really is. When the
daughter becomes involved with the son of a
wealthy merchant, tempers flare and
passions soar and the eventual result is
Melody's decision to fight a duel with the
suitor's father. His pride is so severly
damaged in the resulting brawl, that Melody
finally casts off his pipe dreams of an
elevated social stature (ala "The Iceman
Cometh") and accepts the position to which
his heritage has consigned him. It is a sad
ending, a bittersweet ending, actually, in
which Melody's romanticized vision is
Paul Sparer and Maureen Quinn share a significant embrace in the Hartford
Stage Company production of Eugene O'Neill's "A Touch of the Poet."
he returns the compliment by addressing his
friend as "Lieutenant", with serpent-
tongued venom. For his high-blown airs,
Melody has deservedly earned the scorn
with which his fellow carousers resentfully
regard him.
Completing the family circle is Nora, his
wife, a tired and haggard-looking peasant
woman in whom Melody displays not the
slightest interest, and his attractive
forcefully compromised with reality. The
ending is affecting and complete, and if we
were not informed that there were more
plays in the series to follow, we would never
be the wiser.
In this play, we can observe nearly every
theme that is so typical of O'Neill drifting
through the fabric of the work. There is the
endless drinking, the antagonistic father-
child relationship, a hint of the religion that
the mother had somehow lost, and the
characters who come to realize that they are
working at cross-purposes. There are even
references to the titles of some of the
destroyed plays in the cycle, ("The Hair of
the Dog" and "the Greed of the Meek").
The O'Neillophile will find this drama to be
a compendium of all that had come before it.
The Hartford Stage's production of this
play was so close to being perfect that it
would be almost unfair to point to any
defects. What a superb cast has been
assembled for this presentation! Maureen
Quinn's Nora was soft and meek, ignorant,
yet at the same time all-knowing. The
conviction of her love for Melody was as
intense as it was wholly believable. Tana
Hicken, a HSC veteran, as Sara could shift
her mood entirely from a harsh, hearting
daughter to a woman radiant with the
knowledge of her new-found love and we
could see the inner processes at work as she
effected the transition. Barbara Caruso was
delightful as Deborah Harford and the
entire cast of supporting characters was
top-notch. But the performance of Paul
Sparer as Melody could only be described as
a triumph/With a single muttered word,
Sparer can roll half a dozen inflections
around oh his tongue and we can observe
half a dozen aspects of his personality
coming into play. He is so thoroughly
despicable, yet we never come to fully
dislike him as we might if the character
were portrayed by a less capable actor.
Perhaps he is just a bit too foppish at times,
but the overall effect that Sparer manages
to achieve is one of strange power and
believability. We cannot rejoice at his fall,
as the character shows all too clearly that he
has been reduced to no more than "a ghost
haunting a ruin".
Paul Weidner's sensitive direction was
almost a textbook example of good staging.
Although the bulk of the action took place in
a tavern between crowded tables, the
movement was natural and uncluttered. The
emotional pacing took advantage of all the
crescendoes, near-crescendoes, and aborted
crescendoes and rode them like a surfboard
on high, cresting waves. The climax was
almost overwhelming in its impact. The
only suggestion that I could make would not
be to let Sara dissolve completely into tears
as she utters her final lines.
The production itself was physically
handsome. The period costumes by Caley
Summers conjured up a world of
blacksmiths and horse-drawn carriages.
Peter Hunt's lighting was subdued and fit
well into the overall mood. Marjorie
Kellogg's set was another fine example of
how much can be done with the HSC's tiny
playing area. The use of mismatched chairs
in the tavern and a section of wooden cross-
beams overhead was clever and appealing.
What more can be said? Ail that I can add
is my thanks to the Hartford Stage Company
for a dramatic experience that can be
cherished long after the houselights have
gone up and the ovation has subsided.
'S FIRST-RUN FILMS
order to live up to the public's expectations.
According to the major reviewers, it
assuredly is not. The performances, though,
were highly lauded. (Showcase Cinemas)
THE LAST DETAIL-Jack Nicholson and
crony are assigned the task of delivering an
18-year-old kleptomaniac to a naval brig.
The film was well received, particularly in
light of a fine performance by Nicholson.
(Cinema City)
PAPILLON—Marathon adventure of
escape which stars Steve McQueen and
Dustin Hoffman. Critics found the movie
dull and difficult to sit through. (Cinema
City)
SERPICO)—Al Pacino is at his best as an
honest New York City cop who is helpless
against the rampant corruption he sees in
his fellow officers. Critical accolades.
(Showcase Cinemas)
SLEEPER—Woody Allen, wrapped in
aluminum foil, is discovered alive with
sense of humor intact by inhabitants of the
23rd century. High praise was heaped on
Allen's comic antics, some critics even
going so far as to call him the contemporary
Buster Keaton. (Showcase Cinemas)
THE STING—Paul Newman and Robert
Redford play a pair of confidence men out to
swindle big-time hustler Robert Shaw,
Critics rated this picture highly for its en-
tertainment values. (Elm, W. Hartford)
THE THREE MUSKETEERS—Dumas'
classic tale of swashbucklery is second only
to the Bible in readership. Reviewers found
the latest screen version to be a sheer
delight, rich in visual sweep, with a winning
all-star cast. (Cinema City)
Announcements
On Tuesday, April 9, 1974 Stephanie
Woodard will present a concert of her own
modern dance works "Hallulujah!
(bananas)" in Hamlin Hal], Trinity College,
at 8;30. Ms. Woodard is on the dance faculty
at Trinity, studies modern dance with
members of Dan Wagoner and Dancers
dance company, and is a graduate student
at Wesleyan University in music with a
concentration in Javanese dance. Ms.
Woodard's background in dance includes
modern dance, ballet, and various foreign
forms.
Also dancing will be Heleen Cardinaux,
Inara de Leon, Lucy Morse, Judy Robison,
and Gina Zarrilli. Music will be done by
Peter Zummo, a graduate student at
Wesleyan University and a member of the .
rock group "Sunship."
Refreshments will be served. The concert
is free.
"Birdbath," a one-act drama by Leonard
Melfi, will be presented by The Jesters on
Thursday, April 11 at 4:25. The production,
directed by Brian McEleney '74, will take
place in the Goodwin Theatre with no aa-
mission charge.
By Carla Rosati Bette Davis: "I'm Still Here"
->, April y, iy/4, rage /
Last Saturday night at the Bushnell,
before a capacity audience composed
mainly of her most fervent fans, the now-
graying bobby-soxers of yore, the one and
only Bette Davis electrified the vast crowd
with her talent, her charm, her wit, her
candor, her sheer presence- all of the
qualities which have made her one of the
great and beloved stars of American film.
Appearing both on the screen in clips from
some memorable movies of her long career
and on the stage to answer any and all
questions from the audience, Bette con-
firmed once again her reputation as a gifted
and sensitive artist and as a very great and
gracious lady.
The clips from her movies, spanning three
decades, provided vivid examples of Bette
Davis' larger than life personality, her
bravura acting style, her much-imitated
mannerism, and her gift for turning the
ripest corn into glittering gold. The clips
chosen came either from "great" scenes,
where Bette displayed her near-genius
talent for gutsy roles in powerful films, or
"memorable" scenes, where her acting
tended towards runaway emotionalism, but
where either her lines or her actions evoked
memories , from the audience, who
responded with sighs, laughter, or silent
tears.
The highlights of the "great" scenes in-
cluded the stalled-car episode in All About
Eve, in which Bette as Margo Charming
speaks bitterly about the futility and emp-
tiness of an actress' life. As nasty, spiteful
Mildred in Of Human Bondange, she strikes
at Leslie Howard like a coiled cobra and
spews vitriol with a Cockney accent from
her distorted mouth. In the Olympus ball
scene in Jezebel, Bette, in her notorious red
Dirty Magazines
By Orville Wright
This review fulfills the old newspaper
cliche,of documenting th« story of a local
boy who makes good. Elmer Hawkes, who
lives in New Britain, has put out a record
with the aid of a group of people known as
"The Coonville Ferryboat Prog-Killers"
entitled Dirty Magazines.
All in all, the record is quite pleasing. The
songs have a light, tongue-in-cheek, lilting
quality, are generally well-played and
appealing in a James Taylorish, Arlo
Guthrieish, New England-folksy sort of way.
Although the sound of the songs is somewhat
repetitive, due in large part to a lack of
careful arrangement of instrumentation
was either too limited or the same from song
to song), the record does have a sort of
home-grown comfortable feeling about it. It
makes you feel that Hawkes is a pretty nice
guy, honest and everyday, with mud on his
feet and smiles on his face.
Elmer Hawkes' outstanding talent seems
to be his ability to infuse his rather simple
songs with lyrics that are entertaining,
thoughtful, and clever. The "Jim Crow Ellis
Island Salt Funnel Blues" which starts out
the album has a chorus which goes;
"Hate them Commie knuckleheads
singin' Hare Krish',
Sick of the Eye-talians, they're killin'
.all the fish.
Hate them 11*1 midgets who think they
own the world,
Sick of them albinos, they're gettin'
all the girls."
His other songs, "God Lives in New
Jersey," (God has the fastest XKE anyone
has ever seen. A touching number), "Pea
Green Polka Dotted Sneakers," "Old Lady
"lues," and "Dirty Magazines" all exhibit a
whimsy that make Hawkes' album fun to
listen to. Once you get over the lack of
siickness that one is accustomed to hearing
•n albums nowadays, and further decide
tnat you really do like his voice (which has a
quality which you will either eventually like
w dislike. I like it), Elmer Hawkes' "Dirty
Magazines" will bring a lot of little
Pleasures. For sure it's not a great album,
out it isn't half-bad really, and if you see it in
"elmont Records or in the College
oookstore, (as it isn't on a national label)
Pick it up and look at it at least, the liner
notes are worth reading in themselves. He
also performs fairly regularly at the Gallery
coffeehouse in St. Mark's Church in New
"ntain, maybe you could catch him there,
wve the guy a listening, he seems to be one
°t the few people in Hartford that's doing
anything decent. Bing Bang Boing.
dress, twirls helplessly alone on the dance
floor with a determined Henry Fonda; and
in Whatever Happened to Baby Jane?, she
pathetically recites her little girl
monologue, and then painfully weeps at her
reflection in the mirror.
The "memorable" scenes came mostly
from her famed tear-jerkers, and amply
demonstrated that despite their blatant
sentimentalism, they still had the power to
stir the audience. Who wouldn't be moved by
that great death scene in Dark Victory, in
which Bette as- doomed heiress Judy
Traherne mounts the staircase and lies
down to die, all alone except for (as she put
it) "that damned angel music that started
even before I kicked the bucket"? She is
poignant, despite much eye-popping, in Mr.
Skeffington, as a vain and aging flirt con-
fronting her grown-up daughter. As a
welcome respite from all that heavy suf-
fering, another choice clip had Bette
energetically singing (yes, singing!)
"They're Either Too Young or Too Old" and
jitterbugging in the wartime revue, Thank
Your Lucky Stars.
But by far the most popular clips of the
evening were from Now, Voyager, the
epitome of the high class weepers, with
Bette as ugly duckling Charlotte Vale being
transformed into svelte sophisticate and
romanced by super-suave Paul Henreid.
Who couldn't be stirred by the famous "two
cigarette" scene, in which Bette sobs:
"These are an old maid's grateful tears. No
one has ever called me darling before!" or
even better, the last scene when Bette,
asked if she will be happy, replies: <rDon't
ask for the moon. We have the stars."?
The emotional fervor that had been
created by the clips was raised to a higher
pitch as Bette Davis strode majestically
onto the stage to a roaring standing ovation.
Looking both beautiful and relaxed, she
deftly handled the many and varied
questions from the audience. Her answers
were frankly nostalgic (on the Hollywood
mogul: "I wish we had them back today.
Nowadays, it's all businesses. What do they
know about art?") and surprisingly mellow,
especially since this was the woman Jack
Warner once referred to as "an explosive
little broad with a sharp left." Every actor
or actress that she worked with, from
Spencer Tracy to Errol Flynn to Joan
Crawford, was "extraordinary" and they
always got along "beautifully," despite
what the press stories reported.
She was frank about the disappointments
in her career (not playing Scarlett O'Hara
or Martha in Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?); she deplored both the fact that
movies nowadays are "more concerned
with the world's problems than with telling
stories," and that there were so few film
roles today for actors over 40. She gave a
Marcel Marceau;
Master Mime
By David Lawrence Stiles
Marcel Marceau received an inevitable
standing ovation from a capacity crowd at
the Bushnell Memorial Hall on Friday night,-
April 5. There was no other possible
response to the technically perfect per-
formance of a man who is universally
acknowledged as the superlative mime.
Indeed, the mutable sea-god Proteus would
have been hard-pressed to provide a better
performance.
The performance began with several style
pantomimes, roughly in order of increasing
depth and complexity. "The Kite" was a
simple descritive action. In "The Public
Garden," Mr. Marceau played a dozen or
more characterizations, including a cyclist,
an old jabbering woman knitting on a bench,
a man with a large dog on a leash, a boy
eating a rapidly disintegrating ice-cream
cone, all framed by his portrayal of a statue.
which includes simple descriptive actions
such as "Walking," caricatures of manners,
as "The General Plays Chess," archetypal
actions, as "The Creation of the World," and
formal abstractions, as "Youth, Maturity,
Old Age and Death."
Marcel Marceau is a product of two
traditions. Oldest of the two is the commedia
del' arte of the Italian Renaissance with its
stereotypes, Pantaloon, Harlequin, Pierrot
and Columbine. Because formalists saw this
as a necessary part of the actor's training,
this tradition has survived into the twentieth
century. Mr. Marceau himself played the
role of Harlequin early in his career in Jean-
Louis Barrault's production of Baptiste.
The other tradition whose influence on Mr.
Marceau is apparent at a glance is the silent
film. As a child in the 'thirties he was ex-
posed to the ineluctable authority of Charlie
The last day for submission to the Trinity Review
is Friday, April 12,
The highly responsive audience was then
provoked to laughter by "The Tango
Dancer." One of the oldest tricks in the
mummer's handbook is the appearance of
an implicit lover's hands, caressing the
mime while his back is turned to the
audience. Marcel Marceau proved that even
the most antiquated gimmicks can be ef-
ficacious in the hands of a master. Friday
night's audience loved it, twice, for it was
used again later in "The Artist and His
Model." '
The "Seven Deadly Sins" sequence was
an overwhelming illustration of the way
action can define abstract linquistic signs.
Each of the sins was exemplified by a
representative anecdotal action. For
example, "The Painter and His Model
defined the sin of Lust, "The Sculptor and
His Pupil," Envy, and "The General Plays
Chess," Pride.
A more serious pantomime ended the first
set. In a brilliant single continuous action,
Mr .Marceau portrayed the human life cycle
of "Youth, Maturity, Old Age and Death."
The sophisticated audience was
deeply moved.
The art of pantomime is drama refined to
pure action by the elimination of speech.
The mime's language is the universal
language of gesture. His only tool is his
body. Mr. Marcel Marceau uses only the
most basic of props: an occasional box
serves the function of a stool or pedestal, but
for a man who can create walls, hallways, or
swinging doors out of air, even a mere box
seems superfluous. As "Bip", Mr. Marceau
always discards the characteristic hat
before he begins the action, referring back
to it later for comic effect as he sniffs in-
spiration from its dangling plastic flower.
Pantomime, according to Greek scholar
Jefferson D. Parker, means literally ' the
imitation of all things." This is an apt
description of Mr, Marceau's repertoire,
Chaplin; at least that if not Buster Keaton
and Stan Laurel, taught through wide eyes.
Most of the second set involved Bip, a
naively ironic character of Marceau's own
invention. Like the first set, the
arrangement of the pantomimes was in
order of increasing complexity. "Bip as a
Skater" was slapstick. "Bip at the/
Ballroom" was a narrative featuring a wish
fulfillment dream in which Bip danced with
the most beautiful woman at the ballroom,
after dispatching her escort with his fists.
"Bip the Illusionist" defies description. It
must suffice to say that the audience
laughed itself almost to tears.
quick lesson on how to do a Bette Davis
impersonation ("twirl your elbow, puff a
cigarette like made, broaden your vowels,
and swing your derrier") and finished
triumphantly by belting out "They're Either
Too Young or Too Old," to the evident joy of
the enraptured audience.
For all you Bette Davis fans, she will be
returning to the stage in the fall in a musical
version of The Corn is Green, a film she
made in 1945, to be entitled Miss Moffatt.
And then she is going back to Hollywood to
appear in the film version of Follies, singing
appropriately "I'm Still Here!" And




As you enter any one of Chuck's Steak
Houses in Connecticut, California or Hawaii
you immediately notice the super-casual
atmosphere for which they are famous.
Without overdoing it, and turning into a
hash-house, Chuck's presents a friendly,
pleasant and easygoing meal. The waiters
are young—about college age, and they do a
good job not only in waiting on tables but
also in getting along with the customers.
Chuck's is a fun place to eat.
One striking aspect of Chuck's is the
similarity of the menu and food presentation
to that of the better-known Steak and Brew
chain. That they are mirror images of one
another cannot be disputed—what is
significantly different is that Chuck's is
better in every way-
Chuck's does not offer any appetizers
which makes one want to head directly to
their salad bar. I feel that it is at least the
second best in Hartford, the first being the
' Tratoria in Avon. The salad dressings are
just great as are the large selection of salad
condiments. The slice-your-own bread is
crisp and fresh.
The menu is restricted to steak dishes
which are served without «ny vegetables. It
is one of the best steaks in town—thick, juicy
and tender. For those with smaller appetites
the top sirloin is almost as good and comes
in smaller portions. The teriyaki steak
$5.75), and Chuck's secret marinade gives a
very exotic flavor to the meat. The beef
kabob receives mixed reactions—in terms
of portions you get just about enough meat,
onions and. peppers on the skewer.
As in Steak and Brew, potatoes are served
as a side order for forty cents. They are good,
potatoes, served with sour cream, but I feel ,
that they are not really worth the extra
money.
The drinks at Chuck's are standard size
and are excellent. They start at 1.25. The
beer is 45 cents and is a good buy.
We were very impressed with Chuck's for
several good reasons: the atmosphere is
excellent and distinctly caters to the
younger crowd. The food is generally good
and on the whole reasonably priced. The
steaks are some of the best in Hart-
ford...Chuck's drawback is that the menu is
severely limited to steaks and this leaves
many people out in the cold. But for the best
casual dining and a great steak, we heartily
recommend Chuck's Steak House.
Phone Books
Students, bring your old telephone books to
the Post Office, The Post office is contributing
them to charity. New phone books will arrive
within a week.
Mr. Marceau's final number, "The Mask- ^
maker," was by far his most exceptional. In f _ P O O V V
this short piece he brought together all the *~* • v / w y j
finest aspects of narrative, form, and
technique.
Playing a maskmaker trying on his
various masks enabled Mr. Marceau to
explore some of the metaphysics of his own
profession. The most spectacular effect of
the entire show was the sequence in which
the maskmaker-mime alternated between
the ancient mask of comedy and that of
tragedy as rapidly as he could pass opposite
hands before his face. And yet he always
showed the original dispassionate ex-
pression of the maskmaker for the split
second between comedy and tragedy.
The high point of the number came when
the laughing mask got stuck on the mask-
maker's face. In simplest terms, the artist s
body expressed total despair while his face
remained laughing ironically. When the
mask was finally removed, the maskmaker
calmly hung it back on its hook. The ovation
followed.
Mr. Pierre Verry did a more than com-
petent job of presenting title cards
creatively before each act, and received his
share of the applause.
The Department of Modern Languages Is
sponsoring a talk by JoseMaria Carrascal, one
of Spain's foremost novelists, on Wednesday,
April 10, at 8:00 P.M. in Wean Lounge. Mr.
Carrascal, currently a correspondent for the
newspaper Pueblo at the United Nations, wIM
speak about his prize-winning novel, Groovy,
and the contemporary novel in general.
Watergate
Aside from its intrinsic fascination,
"Watergate"—and everything, it stands
for—poses a direct challenge to our un-
derstanding of how the American political
system operates. Why did it happen? What are
its consequences likely to be? It's time to begin
exploring these questions. Hence, a Political
Scfence Department Colloquium:
" W A T E R G A T E " : SOME CAUSES AND
CONSEQUENCES, today at 4:00 p.m. in
Alumni Lounge.
Short presentations will be made by: Peter
Lebovitz: "Why did They Do It?: A 'Small
Group' Ana lys is " ; Peter Hansen:, " I m -
peaching a President"; Gary Jacobson;
"'Watergate' and the 74 Elections: Is the




At today's faculty meeting, the faculty will consider a motion from
the Faculty Conference to establish a special committee of faculty,
administration, and students. This committee will consider
questions and suggestions for modifications, which faculty and
administrators have raised in recent weeks, concerning reap-
pointments, tenure, promotions and appeal processes.
This joint student, faculty, administrative committee offers an
opportunity to reconsider the re-evaluate the presently-existing
procedures and philosophies of the Appointments and Promotions
Committee.
It also offers an opportunity for faculty and administrators to
consider student ideas and thoughts concerning the philosophies and
procedures of the Committee.
We hope the faculty gives the Special Committee to Study the
Procedures and Philosophies of the Appointments and Promotions
Committee the opportunity to report at the Tuesday, May 9, faculty
meeting, as the Faculty Conference motion charges.
Sincere
Attempt
Last weekend, this College hosted 52 minority students, who have
applied for admission.
Their visit offered them the opportunity to familiarize themselves
with Trinity and college life in general. Thus, they will have a basis
for making a more informed choice concerning the college that they
finally will attend.
We are glad to see the College make a sincere attempt to increase
minority enrollments in an environment where there are now so few.
This action is long overdue.
Let us hope this weekend is indicative of the College's effort to
broaden the scope of their admissions policy. Thus, we would like to
see the College continue and widen this effort in future years.
Participate
A Feeling
This semester, the Student Executive Committee (SEC) is con-
ducting elections for 98 student seats on the Board of Trustee
committees, the administrative and faculty committees, Mather
Hall Board of Governors, and the Connecticut Public Interest
Research Group.
These positions offer a student voice in all student, faculty, and
administrative levels of this College community.
If students desire that a diversified voice be heard in each of these
levels, you should participate by becoming a candidate for one or
more of the available positions. A diversified voice can only be heard
if students from different perspectives and backgrounds. offer
themselves for election.
So, if you feel your perspective, or constituency is not being
represented now, file a petition on Thursday, April 18 by 5 o'clock,
and be represented next year.
By Martin Landsberg Suddenly I'm Alone
Something strange is happening at Trinity
College, and this is a personal attempt to
share with you my confusion and disap-
pointment.
Upon arriving here in September, I was
extremely pleased to discover a community
of people on the Trinity faculty who shared
my basic views on society, politics, and
education.. I found closer ties growing
between us and gained much from our in-
teraction. These people became friends as
well as colleagues. As I contemplate next
year, however, I am struck by the changes
that, will be forced upon me and the Trinity
community.
Fran Blau - Economics
Neil Garston - Economics
Dan Cohen - Sociology
Michael Lerner - Philosophy
Gene Frankel - Physics "
Ed Goldfrank - Anthropology
This is a list of people who have had their
careers terminated at Trinity. The exact
date of termination differs in each case, and
the list is far from complete, but the
significance remains.
In my own department, Fran Blau, who
has been kept on in a temporary position for
several years, will not be back next year.
She was not considered for the permanent
position which opened up, and it has since
been filled. Neil Garston is currently up for
tenure and has been denied it by the
department. If the present recommendation
stands, next year will be his last.
Dan Cohen, Sociology department, was
told when he came (although only on a one
year appointment), that he would be a
candidate for a permanent position at
Trinity, Dan is a Marxist sociologist and the
only radical in the department. He was not
offered the permanent position. No short-
coming was found in his professional ability,
but the department has decided its priorities
lie elsewhere. Whatever the validity of these
priorities, the result will be that Trinity
students will have no Marxist or radical
sociologist.
Michael Learner, Philosophy department,
is an accomplished scholar and Marxist
philosopher. Although reappointed by his
department, he has been told in no uncertain
terms that he will not receive tenure
(another reappointment) at Trinity College.
The consequence is that Marxist thought
disappears from the philosophy department
as well.
Gene Frankel, Physics department, is not
only a respected historian of science, but a
good teacher, person and friend. Most of you
already know a great deal about his case,
and that he will not be returning, having
been denied reappointment on the flimsiest
of grounds.
Ed Goldfrank, anthropology, will not be
returning next year. In this particular case,
when Ed leaves he is taking his discipline
with him. There will be no anthropology
taught at Trinity College and there will be no
Ed Goldfrank who has demonstrated his
concern for students and teaching, and
contributed much to the intellectual
stimulation of the community.
Although each of these decisions, except
for the Frankel case, have been made at the
department level, it seems strange and
unfortunate that in each case a radical or at.
least deeply socially conscious and com-
mitted faculty member is being dismissed
with no similar replacements in sight.
I must stress that this list is not complete.
Because of "academic freedom" our
College does not release the names of those
people who are up for tenure. Therefore, it is
quite possible that the list will grow. It is
possible and likely that the list will grow
beyond just the range of my friendships and
the individuals I have specifically
discussed.
I have special concern about the reap-
pointment of blacks and women to the
faculty. To increase the percentage ot
women and blacks is a goal that should be
advanced. However, we must concern
ourselves not just with the number ot
blacks, women, and radicals hired, but with
their prospects for reappointment and
eventual tenure.
One must ask: Is there an atmosphere at
Trinity which encourages free debate and
makes all ideas, including controversial
ones, available to students. What will
happen to other non-conforming faculty at
Trinity? Will they also be purged at the first
convenient moment or will some be forcea
to conform to save their jobs? Will even that
save their jobs?
What does all of this mean for students at
Trinity? What kind of action must we. take
as a community to defend and keep our
colleagues? These are questions to wnicn i
can offer no concrete answers. My purpose
in posing them is to provoke you into helping
me explain what is so difficult to un-
derstand, and to help me to save the jobs 01
these faculty. If they all leave, my name
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By Joseph D. Bronzino, Associate Professor of Engineering
By whatever name, there is an impending
sense of change in the world of ideas. The
reigning wisdom that guided our lives in the
recent past is under critical examination.
Man's confidence in his power to control his
world is at a low ebb. Technology in many
quarters is seen as a dangerous ally, and the
concept of "progress" is suspect. It is in this
environment that the administration of the
College has been stressing the importance of
dialogue regarding the "values" of our
educational philosophy perhaps with the
hope that some of the by-products of this
discussion will be the selection of ap-"
propriate guidelines and direction for our
institution in the future. In keeping with this
objective, I would like to present some of the
important "value concepts" of modern
science and note their impact on a liberal
education.
In the theocentric world of the Middle
Ages, man lived in a holistic universe with
heaven above and earth below. However,
the impact of renewed humanism of the
Renaissance coupled with the mechanistic
visions of the scientific revolution shattered
this world forever. The spiritual world was
left to philosophers and divines, while the
physical world became the domain of
Western science. For the last century, the
impact of this science on our planet has been
profound. Because of its success, western
man left the soil, increased in significant
numbers, increased the "quality" of his life
and even ventured to the very heavens.
However, we have recently recognized
that our planet is a finite entity, having
limited resources and space. The public has,
thereby, looked upon science in a new light.
One reason for this challenge is the concern
for ecology which affirms John Donne's
precept that the death of any life diminishes
all.
In this dynamic world then, the role of
science must be in concert with the
philosophical goals of the society it serves -
that is, reflect a growing humanistic con-
cern of the impact of technology. What does
this mean in terms of the educational goals
of institutions preparing scientists for the
future? President Hazzard of Worcester
Polytechnic Institute coined a phrase - the
development of the 'humanist scientist' -
that, I am convinced, represents one of the
philosophical values of importance in the
science education at the College. To achieve
this end requires a willingness on the part of
the professionals responsible for this
education to allow a broad interdisciplinary
exposure of the science students, especially
at the undergraduate level. It requires
active, vocal concern regarding the impact
of scientific discovery upon the direction of
our society.
In addition, the second side of the coin
must be exposed - that is, provide the
majority of our students with a basic un-
derstanding of science and its impact on
their lives. For example, in order to argue
environmental questions such as air
pollution, individuals should be aware of the
techniques available, the advantages and
disadvantages of each, and their respective
costs. This point can be made with respect to
most of the problems confronting modern
man since technology will often provide a
solution as long as appropriate priorities are
selected by society. It is my contention,
however, that without a proper un-
derstanding of science and technology these
priorities and our future direction may be
selected quite arbitrarily.
None of the ideas expressed above are
new nor majority views. However, it is
hoped that they may serve as a ''launching
pad" to dialogue in evaluating the
significance of science in our modern
society and the refinement of basic ideas
about man and the world about him.
In The Public Interest
Health Care At A Lower Cost?
By Steve Wisensale, Director of ConnPIRG
Although the U.S. is the wealthiest nation
in the world, its general health care
program does not rank anywhere near the
top. For example, 15 other countries which
are poorer than the U.S., all have a higher
life expectancy. 14 other countries have a
lower infant mortality rate, and a ten-year
old boy has a longer life expectancy in 31
other countries.
Based on a U.S. Public Health Agency
study of medical laboratories in the U.S.,
one-fourth of all results reported from lab
samples are wrong and, regarding female
'TKivic surgery for example, the same
agency concluded that 70% of all operations
resulting in sterilization or ovary removal
were unjustified.
While American health care is not im-
proving as it should, the costs for medical
care continue to soar. In major cities it's
difficult to find a hospital room for less than
$100 a day and nationwide the cost for a day
in the hospital has doubled since 1962. At the
same time, Blue Cross coverage (which
covers hospitalization, not treatment) now
costs over $400 a year per family in many
states. If that's not enough, during the first
year of Medicaid and Medicare (health care
for the aged), doctors' fees rose 2 1/2 times
as fast as the general cost of living increase
and hospital costs rose 4 times as fast as the
cost of living.
Although most Americans depend on the
American Medical Association (AMA) and'
organizations such as Blue Cross to provide
sound health care at reasonable cost, the
opposite appears to be true. For example,
the supply of doctors relative to the coun-
try's increasing population has shrunk.
Thanks to the AMA the supply of doctors has
been kept short and their own fees high in
the process. In 1900 there were more
medical schools than in 1970, graduating
twice as many doctors per person in 1900
than in 1970.
What's worse, Blue Cross has not done its
share in attempting to hold down medical
costs and improve the general health care
program. The sad fact is that Blue Cross
was created and is still controlled by the
hospitals. To this day the trademark "Blue
Cross" is still owned by the American
Hospital Association, and about two-thirds
of the trustees of Blue Cross are either
hospital administrators or doctors. Ac-
cording to the Health Policy Advisory
Center, "when hospitals negotiate their
reimbursement contracts with Blue Cross,
they are essentially negotiating with
themselves". Thus the hospitals are not
encouraged to reduce waste or high
salaries. Instead, the high costs are passed
on to Blue Cross which in turn passes them
on to the American consumer who is vir-
tually unprotected.
ConnPIRG is planning to do a major
health care project in the not too distant
future. Any students interested in trying to
turn our health care .programs around
should contact their PIRG representatives
on campus or. call, the central, office "in
Hartford at 525-9328.
A Mere Pipe Dream
Clean Up Trinity
By Tom Bray
Student strike. Political power plays. All
night boogies. Musicians strike. Drug power
Plays. All night parties. Food shortages.
Drug shortages. Emory shortages.
Many times I have written of my
criticisms of the college administration.
There are however some areas in which I
feel that the current conglomeration of
committees called "student government" is
lacking.
On the question of morality for example, it
has come to my attention that a certain
profession" of women (and men if my
usually reliable sources are accurate) has
come to frequent Trinity College on
weekends. I refer of course to those who
exploit the sexuality and also the humanity
of others. What names I could hurl at these
people would do justice to my literary
rtietonc. But it is not against these poor lost
souls that I direct my criticism. It is against
the student-politicians who are fully aware
of their presence, but yet fail to do anything
positive about the problem (like talk about
it).
Where these men and woman come from I
do not know, but I understand they frequent
such "clean" areas of campus as Jarvis and
Elton. We at Deke have occasionally found
them lurking in our halls, but that was in the
past. They come specifically to ply their
trade on innocent young Trinity men and
women; primarily those who they hear
about in one vein or another. While having
had no personal experience with people of
this sort (except indirectly), close friends of
mine have told me that they and most other
people are aware of the sexual and human
exploitation that goes on.
It takes a variety of forms, from flat out
prostitution to higher levels of bartering and
exchange. This sexual brokerage for drugs
and money must be ended. It is a disgrace to
the Student Executive Committee; it is also
a disgrace to radical men and women
everywhere and to humanity itself. Sexual
politics as it is practiced within the student
movement is self-defeating and serves only
to disunite the student community.
The administration can be excused from
its lack of positive action in this area,
although the Trustees claim that the Board
is "ultimately responsible for everything"
at Trinity, An interesting statement even if
it is totally wrong. For in this case the
student government, bears the respon-
sibility, at least for failing to call it to the
attention of their superiors in the ad-
ministration. But that would not be
necessary, since the tools to defeat im-
morality on campus are readily at hand.
The Resident Assistant system could be
utilized for this purpose. Unfortunately, if
my sources are accurate, some RA's may in
fact be part of the sexual-political problem.
The next question that needs to be asked is
whether or not there is an organized system
of sex exploitation on campus. I think not.
As I have stated it is my belief that the
problem lies with the student government
which knows about the problem but is
politically unable to act.
How then to root out the problem? I have
no immediate answer other than it is the
duty of the student government to prevent
sexual brokerage from dominating its own
internal politics. People sometimes ask me
why I do not take part on one of the various
committees which "govern" the student
community. Until some effort is made to
clean up places like Jarvis and Elton where
this exploitation allegedly takes place my
advisors tell me to stay out of government.
Power to all human beings. Put down the
brokers of sexual politics. Gird up thy loins,
this is the last train.
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If Dogs Run Free
By Matt Moloshofe
My girl friend is not only beautiful (she
told me to say that) but tolerant. She took
me back even after I'd gotten deeply en-
tangled with a beautiful blond.
It all began innocently enough, as we
prepared to go to see Sleeper by Woody
Allen. All my friends said "Great movie.
Great. Don't miss the beginning." So, I was
completely resolved not to miss the
beginning.
Picking up my girl friend at her apart-
ment/with the precision that earned me the
right nickname Immanuel Kant, we strolled
toward the movie theater, when I ran into
the remnants of an uncurbed dog and we had
to return to my place.
This postponed our movie trip by precious
minutes, frames, laughs.
Racing into the theater three minutes
after our feature had begun, to see every
The Big Sleeper
seat in the place filled up except two, which
are dead center in the center row.
"Well, my friend," say I to my girl, "ask
the people to let us get in."
"I'm not that dumb," she says. "You ask
them to let us in."
"Oh, no, no, no," say I, "You're much
better at these things than I am."
"That's true," she says, "but you're much
dumber than I am."
Surveying the scene, I come up with a
plan. "I tell you what we've do," I announce
in a whisper. "There's just enough room,
and the movie has them just sufficiently
distracted that, on the count of three we can
run right to those' seats."
Looking me up and down with admiration,
she says, "You sure are dumb!"
"Thanks a lot," I said, resisting being
something, "Have you got any other
suggestions?"
"Well, no," she concedes.
"So then, one, two, three..."
With the alacrity that made me the
Champ of my sixth grade class in physical
therapy, I pushed her ahead of me and then
charged through myself. I could see her just
arriving at the seat when I felt a sudden tug
and a little cry of "Ouch!" and I was
stopped cold. Looking back to see what was
holding me up, I saw the most beautiful,
long-haired, bond, blue-eyed sex-symbol of
the Western World had ever seen, caught by
the hair on the button of my overcoat.
"I'm terribly sorry, Miss," say I.
"Shut up creep, and untangle me before I
call the cops."
"Yes, ma'am," I say hurrying to comply.
In the darkened theater it was pretty
tricky work. After forty seconds, one could
hear the cries, "Sit down, asshole," and
"Down in front."
By now her boyfriend was back from the
candystand with two orders of buttered
popcorn. These tasted delicious as he force
fed them to me.
Writhing in agony, I tore desparately at
the hair that bound me to this woman as
with an unnatural passion. She yelled a bit
louder (I guess it was really her hair) and
her boyfriend gave me a love pat on the
chest that sat me in my girlfriend's lap six
seats away and pulled the blond (by now
crying) over the back of her chair. In the
process, my button feel off and we were free
of each other.
"Gee, that was great," said a matronly
matron to my girlfriend's left. "Isn't he in
this movie?"









Rise in Black Students Brings
By Iver Peterson, New York Times writer
Ten years ago, there were about 700 black
law school students in the United States;
today, following intensive efforts by
previously all-white schools to increase
their number, there are about 4,8000.
Similar miltiple increases in minority
enrollments have occurred in nearly all
graduate and undergraduate schools.
Now the minority recruitment programs
that produced these meteoric changes are
themselves at the center of controversies as
intense and potentially ,as far-reaching as
the charges of just five years ago that blacks
and other minorities were being excluded
from access to professional training and the
mainstream of American opportunities.
White students and their parents are
accusing overcrowded professional schools
of racial discrimination in reverse by
favoring minority applicants with grades
and test scores lower than theirs.
Professional men and women of all races
are arguing that the rush to enroll
minorities has led to a decline in
professional standards. Some Jewish
organizations with heroic records from the
early days of the civil rights struggle are
charging that the programs for minorities
constitute a new and dangerous form of
racism.
Find Quality Ignored
And some minority professionals them-
selves are accusing the white establishment
of caring only for numbers instead of
quality, and of unwittingly damaging the
quality of students at the old and
traditionally all-black professional schools.
Indeed, the early results of minority
recruitment programs have brought stark
evidence of a high dropout rate and a
disproportionate level of failures by
minority graduates of professional
examinations. But administrators, say they
believe unshakably that a combination of
. more careful selectivity and better educated
minority students will reverse this
discouraging trend.
The shapers and keepers of the country's
professional traditions, meanwhile, are
being forced to reconsider some of the
values and standards by which they were
raised and by which they have judged
others—students, clients and job ap-
plicants^-and even themselves.
The issue has now reached the Supreme
Court, which is pondering the case of Marco
DeFunis Jr., a white graduate of the
University of Washington who brought suit
against the university's law school when it
rejected him but admitted 37 minority
students whose college grades and law
school test scores were lower than his. Mr.
DeFunis charged that the school violated his
rights under the 14th Amendment for equal
protection of the laws.
Separate Standards
At the heart of Mr. DeFunis's suit—as of
the controversy as a whole—is the nearly
universal practice of white colleges and
universities of weighing applications from
minority students separately from those of
the white majority, or at least to consider
minority race as a consideration for ad-
mission.
Since the • country's highly developed
system of tests, from I.Q. measurements to
the college boards, regularly find black
performances to be significantly lower than
those of whites, college admissions officials
argue that almost no minority students
would be accepted at the more sought after
schools if they were held to the same
standards as whites.
Thus, minority applicants at the
University of Washington Law School—and
at "virtually all accredited law schools,"
according to a brief in the DeFunis
case—are placed in a separate pool and
judged only against each other for ad-
mission.
"For these applicants," Dean Richard
Roddis of the law school explained recently,
"we tend to put more and more emphasis on
a person's evidence of motivation, on the
type of school he came from, on recom-
mendations and so on," instead of relying
almost exclusively on the student's college
grade point average and'the results of the
standardized law school admissions test.
The same is true of schools of medicine,
architecture and other professional schools
that have joined the movement.
Other Criteria
Colleges and graduate schools have
traditionally been considered free to look
beyond a student's grades and test scores.
State campuses routinely give preference to
home-state students and private colleges
seek to increase attendance by students
from faraway states. In perhaps the most
striking but often overlooked parallel to the
minority admissions programs, football
players and other athletes are strenuously
recruited, admitted, tutored, failure so they,
can play on college teams.
But the practice of discounting low grade
point averages and test scores in favor of
other criteria has nevertheless stirred up an
intense debate over the value of "objective"
standards,
"You know what 'standards' mean, don't
you?" Frederick Robbins, a Nobel laureate
and dean of the Case Western Reserve
Medical School, asked with sarcastic em-
phasis on the word. "They mean 'You have
to be like me'."
Responding to arguments for a return to a
"meritocratic" system from the few young
doctors on the Case clinical faculty who
charged that the level of medical students
had slipped since the advent of minority
recruiting, Dr. Robbins burst out, "I'm
concerned about what kind of a person an
applicant is rather than what kind of
automaton he is."
But Howard Schwartz, a clinical professor
at the Case Medical School who believes the
younger students "aren't as sharp" as they
once were, does not agree. "If you don't
have the skills for the examinations, you
don't have the skills for your profession," he
said.
Following the assassination of the Rev.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and the inner-
city riots of the late nineteen-sixties,
students and civil rights activists put
pressure on campuses to admit minorities in
about the same proportion as their
representation in the country as a whole.
Many formally agreed, while others ac-
cepted a 15 to 20 per cent proportion of
blacks and other minorities as a kind of
loose goal. •
The Association of American Medical
Colleges urged its member schools to try for
11 per cent minority enrollment and they are
now close to reaching it. But these goals
quickly became entangled in the con-
troversy about racial quotas that, within the
memory of many, were used to exclude
Jews and some other whites from cam-
puses. ,
With applications to law and medwai
schools running often at more than w
students for every available place, Murray
Schwartz, the dean of U.C.L.A.'s School w
Law, believes that his fellow deans shown
admit that quotas exist.
Finds Quotas in AH ,
"Sure we have a quota," he answer*
after a long gaze from his office over-we.
university's sun-gilded campus. "All of w«
law schools do—they have to, or they won i
know where to stop." .tv
At U.C.L.A., the quota is 73 minority
students out of a class of 350. Why 73? '
don't know," Dean Schwartz said simpy
Michael Rappaport, a 30-year-old forrne
Peace Corps volunteer who runs U.C.L.ft-
minority recruitment program, noted u»
race and ethnicity, not a minority• w
plicant's social position, were the dununam
considerations for the U.C.L.A. Law School
minority recruitment program. _
"Race is very much a factor in oui
decisions," he said as Dean Schwaiw
nodded in agreement. "The program is n»
d i d h l l h deservingi
nodded in agree ent. 
designed to help people who are deservingi
get into law school-it's designed to correc
a social problem of underrepresentation
minorities in the legal community. So sw
it's a racial program, because that s wo
it's designed to be."
Results Disastrous .
Spurred by the Watts riots, U.C.U*
began a legal education opportune
the Inside
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Respect For Land & Individual
By Clyde McKee, Associate Professor
ALVIN TOFFLER in his book "Future
Shock" discusses the problems of "in-
formation overload" and "overchoice."
These concepts were made painfully real to
us when we started looking for a place to live
in Columbia. In the spring of 1971, some 48
different private housing contractors, each
with five or more models of homes, were
competing for customers.
For the first time in our lives we had a
serious clash over personal values. I wanted
to live in a brick townhouse that was well
constructed, had a small yard to care for, a
was convenient to the downtown area and
' major recreational facilities.
* My wife liked a Spanish-styled, clustered,
single family house, that had a large first-
floor master „bedroom, which opened
through glass doors into a private, walled
garden. It was ideal for flower gardens.
What made the situation difficult was that
these choices and many others fell into the
$32,000-40,000 range.
We longed for our Connecticut com-
R
of Political Science
munity, where local agencies unconsciously
prevent such problems of choice from oc-
curring. Zoning decisions and building codes
greatly narrow the range of housing choices
and vacancy rates. Developers for a variety
of reasons are afraid • to experiment in
design and use of new materials. Small-
scale development keeps the cost of single
family homes out of reach of many middle
income families.
And town officials, with rare exception,
see home construction as a function of the
private sector, although housing decisions
have a direct impact on the composition of
the community's population, tax rates, need
for schools, and the general demand for all
types of community services.
Fortunately, a long list of potential home
buyers plus the temporary nature of our
residence in Columbia narrowed our
housing choice.
WE MADE arrangements to rent a five-
bedroom town house for $360 per month.
Located in the village of Wilde Lake and the
neighborhood of Running Brook, it was
within walking distance of the elementary
school, the neighborhood pool, the corner
store, and Wilde lake, where our boys en-
joyed the fishing, hiking, and bicycle riding.
It was also an ideal location for me to
catch the Columbia express bus to down-
town Washington. The longer we lived in the
planned city the more important this last
feature became. We were freed from
slavery to the private auto.
In addition to the problem of "over-
choice," as New Englanders we had to get
used to a new concept of private property. In
Columbia a home owner must get per-
mission from his neighborhood ar-
chitectural committee before he paints the
exterior of his home a new color; Private
playground equipment is prohibited. Dogs
and cats are strictly regulated — which we
learned when we paid $10 to get our family
dog out of the pound. When not in use, boats
must be under cover/Public bike paths and
walking trails invade the privacy of most
orne'
back yards. And I recall a serious neigh-
borhood debate over whether or not a
resident should be allowed to grow cab-
bages.
We soon learned to view these restrictions
on what Connecticut citizens consider basic
property rights as part of a new concept of
individual rights and responsibilities.
Restrictions of individual liberties must be
seen within the context of a community
environment that is designed for, higher
density of population than that found in most;
Connecticut towns. Twenty per cent of
choice land area is reserved, however, for
permanent open space. There are numerous
well designed vest-pocket parks, play areas,
and public recreational facilities.
In spite of high density, there was no
overcrowding. My children had numerous
areas in which they could play baseball or
race their bikes. Perhaps more important,
Columbia has even provided a variety of
places for teen-age courting, a value
overlooked by most Connecticut towns.
(to be continued next week)
Disputes on Law School Recruiting
program eight years ago as a crash
program to change the situation that for the
three previous years it had just one black
and perhaps three Chicanos in each class.
With no guideposts and no experience, in
minority recruiting, the early results were
disastrous. Of the 14 minority students
admitted, in 1967,11 were graduated, 10 took
the bar examination, and just two passed it.
Of the class of 1971, only 12 of the 39 minority
members admitted went on to be admitted
to the bar. In the class of 1973, 64 minority
students were admitted, 40 were graduated
after the normal three-year course, and so
'ar nine have passed the bar exam.
Nearly all of the colleges and professional
scnools that plunged into minority
recruitment programs have had similar
experiences, although not all have been as
forthright as the U.C.L.A. Law School in
releasing figures that could be used to brand
°
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standards in its minority admissions
policies after a number of black youths,
2 " ?n *e basis of their political and
social involvement, encountered severe
tow! La n d academic problems and had
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 graduates
he exam last July! including
approximately 200 blacks; 551 passed, of
whom fewer than 20 were blacks.
About 300 whites passed the Georgia bar
exam in the summer of 1972, but none of the
40 or so blacks who took it at the same time.
Between 75 and 88 per cent of the whites who
take the Ohio bar exam reportedly pass; the
success rate for blacks there is alleged to be
tetween 27 and 43 per cent. The last time a
black passed the Delaware bar exam was in
1957, according to published reports, and
only three black lawyers are said to be
practicing in the state.
Suits in 10 States
Since 1972, suits charging racial
discrimination or curricular bias have been
filed against the bar examiners of at least 10
states.
Part of the difficulty black law graduates
are having in passing the exams may, in the
view of some observers, be related to
another unforeseen result of sudden and
intensive minority recruitment at white
professional schools; the suspicion is that
they are draining off the best black students
from traditionally black professional
schools like Howard University's schools of
law and medicine, an<fl Meharry Medical
School in Nashville.
"It has made a real difference," Dr.
Marion Mann, dean of the Howard School of
Medicine, conceded in an interview. "It's
true that a great number of the most highly
qualified students are now going over to the.
white schools, but I'm not as pessimistic as
some about it. We are continuing to fill our
classes with highly qualified black ap-
plicants. We will just have to work harder to
find them and to bring them here."
But Dr. Charles DeLeon, a black
psychiatrist at Cleveland's Case Western
Reserve University Hospital, calls the effect
of minority recruitment programs on
traditionally black medical schools "a
disaster in process that has to be stopped."
Not necessarily a modest man, Dr.
DeLeon offered himself as an example: He
was graduated, from City College with a
better than 95 per cent average in the late
nineteen-forties, at a time when some white
medical schools still made black students
wait for Negro female cadavers before
performing their obstetric and
gynecological dissections. He applied to
several major medical schools, and was
accepted only at Howard and Meharry in
this country and McGill in Canada.
"Howard and Meharry have provided
medical care for this country's blacks for
generations," he said. "They were founded
because the whites wanted somebody to
take care of the niggers. Now they (the
white schools) have got the same plantation
psychology, to get more black doctors to
turn loose on the ghetto, and they're
draining off the best applicants."
Sees Image Building
Even so, he said, the white colleges are in
such a rush to enroll minorities that they are
not taking care to search out and admit the
best available.
"I wouldn't hit a dog with some of the
minority students I've seen," he went on,
"and I have an idea that you honkies are
taking in these dummies so that eight years
from now you'll be able to turn around and
say, 'Look how bad they all turned out.'"
Some observers believe that the draining
of the best black brains away from Howard
University Law School has been responsible
for the plummeting success rate its
graduates have had in the D.C. bar
examination.
Throughout the nineteen-sixties, Howard
law graduates passed the bar at rates of
between 80 and 90 per cent—higher than the
national average. In 1970, just as minority
recruitment programs were a few years old
at white law schools, the success rate
dropped to 60 per cent. In 1971, it was 47 per
cent. In 1972, it dropped to 35.
Herbert O. Reid, Howard Law's acting
dean, does not agree that these figures show
that the best black students are being lured
off by places like Harvard and Stanford.
"No, Howard is not getting the dregs," he
said. He surmised that the bar examination
results were a result of shifts in student
attitudes toward courses and testing.
There is an almost unmentionable fear in
some graduate administration offices,
however, that recent minority professional
graduates may be unfairly tainted with the
suspicion, among prospective employers
and clients, of having received second-class
degrees from schools that were unwilling to
hold them to the same standards as white
students.
The stress on minority recruitment for
colleges and professional schools has also
led to resentment by members of white
ethnic groups, who charge that their
children, although as economically and
educationally deprived as the inner-city
black who sits next to them in class, are
passed over for special opportunities
because of their race.
Stephen Adubado, director of the North
Ward Educational and Cultural Center in
Newark's Italian section, says he is worried
by the trend.
, "The colleges don't really care about the
black kid, they have no concern for the in-
ner-city kid; but if they take a black kid they
can put a statistic up on a chart to show that
they're being fair," he asserted. "But they
never help the white kids who have just the
same poor educational experience as the
blacks because they're not on any chart."
Reprinted with permission from the New York Times,
April 7, 1974, pg. 48.
Ingria and Veith Win Fellowship
Jane L Veith
The Thomas J. Watson Foundation of
Providence, R.I. has selected Robert J.
Ingria and Jane L. Veith, both seniors at
Trinity College, to receive $7,000
fellowships, according to a recent College
news release.
The two Trinity students are among 71
graduating seniors from 35 small private
colleges and universities to win the annual
fellowships, which provide a year of in-
dependent post-graduate travel and study
abroad, the release stated.
The fellowships are presented by the
foundation, a charitable trust established by
the late Mrs. Thomas J. Watson Sr., in
memory of her husband, founder of In-
ternational Business Machines Corporation.
Ingria, a classics major from New York
City, said he was planning to use his
fellowship for travel in Greece, Italy, and
Asia Minor to investigate the relationship
between the development of Greek ar-
chitecture and Greek poetry.
Miss Veith, the first Trinity woman to win
a Watson fellowship, said she would use her
fellowship to travel in Europe to compare
the differences between the American and
European approaches to the study of animal
behavior.
The Watson Fellows were chosen from
among graduating seniors nominated by the
participating colleges. They were selected
by the Foundation primarily on the basis of
their potential for creative leadership in
their fields of interest, the release con-
cluded.
Photo by Lloyd Wolt
The "Chatter Box" is the most recent attempt by the library staff to lower
the noise level in the library. The converted coat room has been designated as a
place where students may go specifically to talk without interrupting other
students who are studying. It is hoped that students will cooperate by using the
"Chatter Box" when taking breaks or talking to friends, and thereby help to
alleviate the noise problem. ,
Para psychologists To Lecture-
Nikita and Athena Matsoukis, parap-
sychologists, authors and founders of a
Mystery School of Sacred Sciences, will
present a free public lecture at Trinity,
Thursday afternoon, April 11, in the
Washington Room of Mather Campus
Center. The event is sponsored by the
Mather Hall Board of Governors.
The Matsoukises introduced team
teaching in parapsychology at a, Florida
college. Their interest in parapsychology is
founded in their studies of the mystery
schools of ancient Greece, India and Egypt.
These mystery schools were secret in-
stitutions which taught basic rules un-
derlying the mystery of life. "They were
kept secret from the masses because of the
preparation necessary for the development
and intelligent use of the latent inner powers
of man," noted the Matsoukises.
The Matsoukises train men and women
who are ready to develop and control these
"immense inner powers". This training
constitutes what they call "The Sacred
Science".
Both teachers have studied with present-
day esoteric orders and with masters who
teach the ancient wisdom, they declare.
Both are members of many American and






















ABOUT THE PHONE COMPANY?
ConnPIRG Is Now
Taking Affidavits
Come to the Office at
57 Farmington Ave. in Hartford
O r Ca l l 5 2 5 - 9 3 2 6
a n d a s k f o r Ed
(Trinity students may additionally
contact Peter Basch at Box 854.)




Elizabeth Breglio James jVIerreH
Steve Brown Lina Miller
Hope Cohen Mark Moore
Sam Corliss Win Piper
Maria Farnstrom Lorraine Raglin
Elaine Feldman Paul Sachs
BeamFurr Willette Sharp
Charles Gooley Steve Siegrist
JohnGriglun Andrea Silver
Wenda Harris Barbara Sobotka
Janice Hester Kathy Walsh
Stewart Hoeg William Yelenak
Richard Hotez









MAYBE WHAT YOU NEED IS A MAXIMUS SUPER.
Maxlmufl Super Beer. F, X. Matt Brewing Co.. Utlca. N. Y.
NOW IN 71R T O U C H S T O N E PAPERBACK
Home from the War
VIETNAM VETERANS
Neither Victims nor Executioners
A searing book — based on two years of intensive
interviews —that lays bare the guilt, anger and rage
brought home by the Vietnam veteran. "Fascinating."
-A/. Y. Review of Books "Lifton is one of the few truly
creative and provocative thinkers in our field."
—Jnl. of the American Academy of Psychoanalysis.
Robert Jay Lifton
Winner of the National ' B o o k Award for Death in Lifeinner of the National ' Book Award for Death i  Life
$3.95 • A TouchstorteBook published by SIMON AND SCHUSTER
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SEC To Finish Evaluation Soon
The Student Executive Committee
(SEC)'sCourseEvaluation Committee is two
weeks behind schedule, according to Gary
Morgans, chairperson of the committee. "I
had hoped we'd be able to have the
evaluation ready by April 9," Morgans said,
"but it looks like the 23rd is more likely."
Pre-registration is May 3-4.
The Course Evaluation is a survey of
Trinity College student opinion about their
courses, said Morgans. The twenty-question
evaluation was filled out by students at
registration last January, he continued.
This is the SEC's second semi-annual
evaluation, he noted.
According to Morgans, the 4000
evaluations, which were received, have
since been sorted out by course. They are
presently being typed into Trinity's com-
puter, he said. Programs written by Mark
Feathers and Tony Piccirillo file and
process the data, Morgans noted.. "The
typing is a long and boring process, but
we're about 60% of the way there now," he
added.
Morgans mentioned two reasons for the
delay in publication. "The SEC membership
was rather lax at first in sorting out the
evaluations, and we quickly fell two weeks
behind schedule. This forced us to abandon
our earlier deadline of April 1, in favor of
April 9 or even April 16," Morgans said.
"Then, problems with the computer
program put us another week or two behind
schedule," he stated.
Tony Piccirillo said he thought it would
take quite an effort to finish the evaluation
by April 23rd. "To do that, the final copy of
the evaluation booklet would have to go to
the printer by next Monday (April 15),"
Piccirillo said.
"Nevertheless," Piccirillo continued "I
feel we'll meet this deadline. Many SEC
members have committed a lot of time this
past week, and I suspect they will this week
also. I might add that we could use all the
help we can get." To date, about 300 hours
have been devoted to the project, according
to Morgans.
According to Sheila Driscoll, a member of
the SEC, this semester's evaluation will be
similar to the last one. "The basic format
will remain the same. However, a composite
quality index will appear with each course,
providing an easier basis for comparison "
The goal of SEC is to have the Course
Evaluation published long enough before
pre-registration to allow for student and
faculty criticism of the evaluation, ac-
cording to Morgans. "This way we'll be able
to take more student opinion into account in
the preparation of the next evaluation
questionnaire," he said.
"The finalized questionnaire must go to
the printer about a week before
registration," Morgans continued. He said
that the proposed questions for the next
evaluation questionnaire will be presented
to the College in the next Tripod. "I hope
that students will voice their opinions on
what questions they want answered about




A college-owned apartment building on
194 New Britain Avenue was robbed
sometime over spring vacation.
The apartment was stripped by the thiefs,
according to Debbie Lincoln, '76, one of the
residents of the apartment. She said they
stole the stereo and TV as well as two
beanbag chairs in the living room, among
other things.
The police suspect the robbery may have
taken place on Thursday night March 28,
because several residents of the building
reported that 13-14 year old cased the
building. "He told us he was collecting for
the Hartford Times," said Jim Cobbs, '76.
He asked us if we had a TV or not and what
time we got up in the morning." "By the
time we decided that we should get his name
and address, he was gone," he said.
Killian to Speak
Attorney General Robert K. Killian, a
leading contender for the Democratic
Nomination for Governor, will speak in
Wean Lounge at 6:45 tonight, Tuesday, April
9. Killian, a native of Hartford, will address
himself to the Major Issues Facing Con-
necticut in 1974", and will answer questions
following his speech.
Killian's appearance at Trinity is the
second in a series of speaking programs
sponsored by the Trinity College Young
Democrats. The Attorney General has been
a leading critic of the Meskill Ad-
ministration and a leader in the effort to
assure Connecticut of its share of gasoline
and heating oil. Killian's competition for the
Democratic nod is comprised of Sixth
District Congress woman Ella Grasso and
former Norwalk Mayor Frank Zullo. Ad-
mission to tonight's speech is free. AH are
invited to attend.
There's no easy way tor Charlie Nelson to become Dr. Nelson,
But there is a way to make it somewhat easier.'
Our way. The Armed Forces Health Professions
Scholarship Program. It won't soften the demands
of your professors, or those you make upon yourself
—but it may free you from those financial problems
which, understandably, can put a crimp in your
concentration.
If you qualify, our scholarship program will cover
the costs of your medical education. More, you'll
receive a good monthly allowance all through your
schooling.
But what happens after you graduate?
Then, as a health care officer in the military
branch of your Choice you enter a professional
environment that is challenging, stimulating and
satisfying.
An environment which keeps you in contact with
practically; all medical specialties. Which gives you
the time to observe and learn before you decide on
your specialty. Which may present the opportunity
to train in that specialty. And to practice it.
You may also find some of the most advanced
medical achievements happening right where you
work. Like at the Brooke Army Medical Center in
San Antonio, Texas, long noted for its Bum Treat-
ment Center. Or the home of Flight Medicine, the
famed Aerospace Medical Division, also In San
Antonio. Or the National Naval Medical Center in
Bethesda, Maryland, recognized worldwide for its
work in Medical Research.
And if you've read this far, you may be interested
in the details. Just send in the coupon and we'll
supply them.
Z-CN44Armed Forces ScholarshipsBox A
Universal City, Texas 78148
I desire information for the following program: Army n



















•Veterinary not available in 1-iavy Program.
ARMED FORCES HEALTH CARE
DEDICATED TO MEDICINE AND THE PEOPLE WHO PRACTICE IT
College Appoints
Cooper to Post
George B. Cooper, professor of hisotory at
Trinity and chairman of the department
from 1964 until this year, has been appointed
Secretary of the College by President
Theodore D. Lockwood.
In this capacity he will serve as an am-
bassador of the College, representing the
president at various meetings across the
country.
In announcing the appointment, Dr. Lock-
wood said "Dr. Cooper's long and
distinguished service to Trinity particularly
fits him for this assignment."
Cooper has been on Trinity's faculty since
1941. His specialty is British history .in the
18th century, and he has been managing
editor ot the Journal of British Studies sincel
its founding in J961._ jpTe stepped down it\
February as chairman of the College's
history department after nearly a decade in
that offirp
College Saves Fuef
Fuel consumption at Trinity was reduced
18.5 per cent during February, a saving of
more than 1,000 gallons a day, according to
figures compiled by the College ad-
ministration.
Use of Number 6 low sulphur oil, Which
feeds the College's main boiler plant, was
129,268 gallons in February compared with
158,562 gallons in February 1973, The dif-
ference of 29,294 gallons amounts to a saving
of slightly more than 1,000 gallons for each
day of the month.
Even greater percentages of saving were
found in comparing delivery figures for two
other types of fuel oil which the College uses
to heat some buildings not connected to the
main boiler system. For Number 2, home
heating oil, the saving was 23.4 per cent,
down from 8,159.1 gallons in February 1973
to 6,249,5 gallons this February, a reduction
of 1,909.6 gallons. ,
For Number 4 oil, which heats some
dormitories and apartment buildings, the
saving was 41 per cent, down from 29,003.5
gallons in February 1973 to 17,071 gallons
this year, a reduction of 11,932.5 gallons.
Since late November, College offices,
dormitories, and classrooms have been
heated at 68 degrees, and the Ferris Athletic
Center kept at 55 degrees. During vacation
periods, which included the Winter vacation
from Dec. 22 through Jan. 11, temperatures
in most buildings were lowered to 55
degrees. Use of electricity has been cut, and
a special committee on the energy situation
has been meeting to review the situation.
The administrative report also shows that
while oil consumption went down,
' 'staggering'' increases in the price ol the oil
erased any possible dollar savings. Number
6 low sulphur oil increased from lie a gallon
in February 1973 to 30« this February, a 174
per cent increase; number 4 oil rose from
130 a gallon to 24$ a gallon, an 89 per cen
increase, and number 2 oil increased from
15* a gallon to 29* a gallon, an 87 per cent
increase. ,
: . , . . • t , : * : • • • • ; • < - - .
Clarence Watters at the Organ
By Robert Cox
On Friday, April fifth in the chapel, an
organ recital was given by Clarence Wat-
ters,' Professor of Music Emeritus at Trinity
College and Honorary Organist of the
College. Professor Watters is considered to
be the leading authority on French organ
music from Franck through Dupre. He aptly
demonstrated this area of expertise with a
performance of works by Franck, Widor,
and Dupre.
For the first half of the program Professor
Watters played the Three Organ Chorales in
E Major, B Minor, and A Minor by Cesar
Franck. These are actually variations on a
theme and are the last of the works com-
posed by Franck.
After the intermission Professor Watters
played Variations on "Puer Natus Est"
from. the Gothic Symphony, one of nine
orgaiv symphonies by Charles Marie Widor.
To conclude the program, he played the Department at Trinity College from 1932 to an artist known to most parts of the United
Toccata from the Second Symphony by 1967 and from 1968 to 1970 was a Visiting States, Canada, and Europe through tourT
Marcel Dupre with whom he studied organ
for several years. After receiving a standing
ovation Professor Watters played as en-
cores the next to last antiphon from Fifteen
Antiphons by Dupre and the Prelude and
Fugue in B Major also by Dupre.
Professor Watters gave a practically
flawless performance of all these works. His
excellent technical ability was especially
evident in accompaniment sections of the
Franck Chorales and also in pedal execution
of the theme from the Toccata of Dupre's
Second Symphony. His registrations were
never overdone and were always just what
was required by the music. These demon-
strated the abilities of the organ, which he
helped design, to the fullest extent.
Professor Watters was head of the Music
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The earth shattering noise from this purse-fitting horn
gives you the protection you've been looking for against
muggers and rapists. Just snap two penlight batteries into
this amazing new Vigilant Alarm and you're ready. No
wires required. Complete package includes super simple
instructions showing how the Alarm can also be easily
installed on windows or doors. GET VIGILANT BEFORE
THEY GET YOU.
SUPPLY LIMITED MAIL THIS COUPON TODAYI
Send me of Vigilant Burglar Alarms
I enclose $5.00 for each Vigilant Alarm,
I understand that if I am not totally
satisfied, I will receive a complete refund
if returned within 10 days.
NAME
Family Jewels Ltd.




















"/ love you for what you arc,
but I love you yet more for
what you are going to be..."
. Chosen but once and cherished forever,
your engagement and wedding rings will reflect your love
in their brilliance and beauty. Happily you can choose
Keepsake with complete confidence
because the guarantee assures perfect, clarity,
precise cut and fine,
white color. There is
no finer diamond ring.
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Send new20pg booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding" plus
full color folder and 44 pg. Brides Book gift offer all for only 25<E. s-r«
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13201
Findlynur K»«pnk« J«w»lar« in lh« Yallow p»g«t or dial f tw 600-2<3-60O0.ln Conn. I
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announcements
Passover Meals
Anyone interested in purchasing individual
meals during Passover at the Hillel Kosher
Kitchen is welcome to do so. Lunch costs $1.25,
and is at 12:30. Dinner is $2.00, at 5:30. Please
call Hillel House a day in advance to reserve a




Juniors, seniors, and graduate students who
are Interested in student teaching assignments
during the Christmas Term 1974 or the Trinity
Term 1975 are requested to contact Dr. Richard
Shipe in McCook 205 as soon as possible.
Placement in optional positions of your
choosing is dependent upon early com-
munications with specific area schools. A
meeting for all prospective student teachers
will be held on Wednesday, April 17th at 4:00
p.m. in McCook 213.
Leave of
Absence
1) All students planning a Domestic or Foreign
Academic Leave of Absence, an Open
Semester away from Trinity, or participation
in the 12-College Exchange Program for the
Christmas Term 1974 or the entire academic
year 1974-75 should submit their plans to the
Office of Educational Services (Dean Winslow)
on or before Thursday, 11 April 1974. There is a
form available for this purpose, and even
tentative plans should be outlined.
2) The Academic Leave of Absence form on
which students list the courses they wish to
take for either summer study or regular
academic year study next fall at other in-
stitutions should be filed with the Registrar at
Trinity before the end of the present term.
These forms are obtainable in the Registrar's
Office and they should be filled out according to
the directions on pages 63 and 64 of the 1973-74
Handbook.
3) students who wish to take a term off from
Trinity (a Voluntary Withdrawal) are en-
couraged to consider obtaining a job placement
through the Institute of. Off-Campus Ex-
perience—College Venture Program. Please
see Dean Winslow in the Office of Educational
Services for further information.
Financial Aid
in addition to the uses of Trinity College-
controlled financial aid authorized presently,
Trinity will permit such aid to be used for
Academic Leaves of Absence (foreign or
domestic) under certain conditions, it is
assumed that the proposed program of study
will be integral to each applicant's declared
major field and will offer significant op-
portunities not available at- Trinity, through
existing Trinity programs or through Trinity's
consortia membershipq or exchanges. It is also
assumed that the applicant will not otherwise
be able to participate in a similar educational
experience.
CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES:
1. Any student may request the continuance of
his Trinity College-controlled financial aid for
an Academic Leave of Absence by submitting a
specific description of his proposed program
(though he may only have applied and not yet
have been accepted by the host institution) to
the Office of Educational Services by 8 April
1974. The student should certify that the
proposed course of study is integral to his
maiorand is not available at Trinity, through a
Trinity program or through a program Trinity
participates in. This description must be ap-
proved and signed by the student's faculty
advisor and major department chairman. A
current catalogue of the prospective host in-
stitution or program should accompany the
request.
. The proposed program must offer the op-
portunity for the student to maintain normal
progress toward his bachelor's degree and to
earn the equivalent of at least four course
credits per term from an accredited institution
of higher education.
3. The student must be in good academic
standing at the time of his request and during
the remaining period preceding his proposed
Academic Leave of Absence.
4. Preference for approving the use of financial
aid for programs under this policy will be givi
in this order: to those who are presently secor
semester sophomores, then to those who are
presently first or second semester juniors. Also
taken into consideration for approving such
programs will be the degree of need for the
program suggested by the student's major and
his qualifications for the program. Students
will be expected to complete at least one full
term enrolled in courses at Trinity College in
Hartford upon the termination of their
enjoy
Summer's coming - time to get it together with lots of time for the things
that count. Whether you're going on the road, or working for what you
believe in, or just hanging loose-have a good summer.
In any case, now's the time to call us to make arrangements for discon-
necting your phone. It's your protection against having to pay for long
• distance calls that you never made. We'll also be glad to arrange for
your phone in the fall, if you're coming back.
And thanks for the opportunity to serve you.
Southern New England Telephone
Academic Leave of Absence.
5. All application procedures necessary for an
Academic Leave of Absence (see pp. 32-33 of
1973-74 Catalogue and pp. 63-&4 of 1973-74
Handbook) are the student's responsibility to
complete. Those procedures are in addition to
these Conditions and Procedures.
6. The student must present a total, realistic,
itemized budget for his expenses (educational,
living, personal, between terms or Christmas
vacation room and board, and travel) during
the entire period of his Academic Leave of
Absence to the Office of Financial Aid by 15
May 1974.
7. A student who is receiving Trinity College
aid may continue to receive that aid. His
financial need will be evaluated on the basis of
his budget (see #6). The financial aid award
may be as much as but will not exceed that
which would have been awarded the student for
the comparable period at Trinity College. Aid
will be awarded In grant and loan.
8. The student whose financial aid is approved
for use in an Academic Leave of Absence is
then responsible for arranging with the Office
of Financial Aid and the Treasurer's Office the




There will be a special meeting for all new
Intercultural studies Majors and any students
interested in majoring on Thursday, April 11,
at 4 p.m. In Alumni Lounge. Refreshments wil l
be served.
Tennis Sales and Service
Special Stringing with Best Nylon
Any Type Frame $7.50
Headquarters for
Head, Wilson, Davis, and Bankcraft
tennis racquets and sperry topsider I
tennis shoes and mocassins.
College Sports Shop














One way to Luxembourg jij
through May 31
Effective for individuals ••'!
on scheduled jets to Lux- :•:
embourg in the heart of ¥
Europe. SAVE $72 to $101 :•:
on overseas stays of over •:•'
45. days against lowest :|:
comparable fares of any ¥
other scheduled airline. x
SHOW INITIATIVE!
SAVE MORE MONEY!
Students can arrange thetr
own Affinity Groups of 25
or more passengers and
qualify for Icelandic's low-
est-cost one-way affinity
fares. No other airline of-
fers one-way1 affinity fares.
SAVE via Icelandic no mat-
ter when you leave or how
long you stay.
SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT.
Prices subject to change.
Send folder CN on Lowesl
Youth Fares to Europe Q
State --^-^^, Zip _..
My travel agent i s _ _ _
To: Icelandic Airlines
630 5th Me.. N.Y./N.Y. 10Q20(212)757-8585
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Photo by Dave Levin
Attackman Mark Cleary, shown advancing the ball upfield, scored Trinity's
first goal in last Saturday's narrow defeat. The junior, who missed all of last
season due to an injury, was also recently elected next year's hockey captain.
Laxmen Drop Tight
One to Holy Cross
By Al Stark
The Trinity lacrosse team lost to a fine
Holy Cross unit 7 to 6 last Saturday on its
own turf. The game was a very frustrating
affair for the Trinity Ten as they outshot
their Worcester counterparts 49 to 25, but
continually failed to find the inside of the
nets.
Holy Cross quickly took charge of the
action as attackman Davidson scored the
first goal after just 27 seconds. The rest of
the first period was a battle "between the
goalies until Davidson again found the range
with 1:48 left in the period. With just 12
seconds remaining, however, attackman
Mark Cleary neatly beat the goalie to give
Trin its first goal.
The start of the second period was a
carbon copy of the first. This time it was
Holy Cross' Moriarity who ruffled the nets
after only 15 seconds to make the score 3-1.
The H.C. attack, composed of Davidson,
Priolet, and Moriarity, was alert all day as
they combined for 6 goals and 3 assists.
Dave Lewis brought Trinity back to within
one at 3:52 when he let go with a
"screamer" from near the restraining line.
Three minutes later Holy Cross completed a
well executed fast break to regain its two
goal advantage. The first half ended 4 to 2,
but Goalie Jeff Ford prevented the score
from balloning as he miraculously stopped
several H.C. fastbreaks with spectacular
saves.
After the intermission the Trin Ten turned
to its high scoring attackman Nick Bensley.
Bensley gave Trinity a tie as he bobbed and
weaved his way through the Crusader
defense for two goals at 3:52 and 4:20. The
tying goal came when Bensley took ad-
vantage of a "man up" situation following a
Holy Cross penalty. As a Trin man sat in the
penalty box attackman Davidson broke the
tie at 7:35 with his third goal of the af-
ternoon.
Trin's first midfield of Max, Lewis, and
Tucci retaliated at 11:30 of the third period.
Set up by Dave Lewis, Chris Max ripped the
cords cleanly with his "fastball" which left
the H.C. goalie dead in his tracks. At-
tackman Prolet, who had been shut off by
captain Rip Lincoln, finally garnered his
first goal with just seconds remaining in the
period, thus forcing the Bantams to play
catch up again.
The last period was by far and away the
most frustrating for Trin. The offense
managed to take 16 shots (as compared to H.
C. 's 3), nevertheless they were either off the
mark or stopped. Priolet put the heat on the
Laxmen when he slipped away for another
goal in the middle of the last stanza.
The remainder of the game was marked
by a great deal of running, hitting, and
shooting on Trin's part, unfortunately this
resulted in only one goal. With just two
minutes left, Dave Lewis made Holy Cross
pay for their penalty by bouncing another
one into the nets. The last minutes of play
were wild and frenzied, yet the needed tying
goal failed to get past the Crusader goalie.
In all, it was a day that can be forgotten, not
because of horrible play, but because there
seemed to be just one too many ifs.
Tomorrow the Trin Ten take on the
University of New Haven Chargers on home





Under an overcast sky and on a cresting
Connecticut River, the Trinity College crew
swept five of six entered events over crews
from WPI and Lowell Tech in the Mason-
Downs Cup. The varsity heavyweight race,
the first eight race of the morning, saw
Trinity eclipse WPI by nearly 20 seconds.
After starting at 42 strokes per minute, Trin
settled to a more comfortable 34 and gar-
nered a length lead by the 500 meter mark.
By the midpoint, Trin could see WPI two
lengths behind upping their stroke trying to
close the margin. But an answering power
ten disrupted WPI hopes, for in the next 500
meters Trin had doubled their lead: Trin's
finishing time of 7:31.5 put WPI five lengths
back in 7:51.3 for a comfortable victory.
In the opening race of the day, the Trin
varsity pair found themselves down by a
length to Lowell Tech at the 1000 meter
mark. This was not to last long as the
Barney-Mooney combo pulled even and then
rowed away to a 12.8 second win in the last
500 meters. In the freshman heavyweight
race Trin recorded the largest margin of
victory of one minute and seven seconds, or
about 15 lengths. This race was never in
question, for the large crowd lining the
banks had difficulty believing the two boats
were in the same boat race. The frosh's time
of 7:41.5 proved to be the second fastest of
the day.
Trin's light varsity put the screws to a
very long day of racing for the men from
Worcester. Before the lights had settled
from their start they had established a
length lead. The rest of the details of the
race were by now familiar to both readers
and fans alike; leads of two, four and seven
lengths were recorded at the 1000, 500 to en
and finish line markers, respectively Thi*
victory over the WPI J.V. clinched the
sweep over the Worcester crews.
In the varsity four event Lowell Tech and
Trinity entered two boats each. Trin's en-
tries consisted of the varsity heavies broke
down into fours, one stroke by Charlie
Putnam, the other by Phil Wendler. In the
strong current, starter Dick Dale (ex- Trin
cox'n and coach) had difficulty setting the
four boats even. When the four boats finally
got off and the spray had settled, Putnam's
boat had jumped to an early lead followed
by Wendler's meatwagon and Lowell Tech
rapidly fading. It was a two boat race bet-
ween Trinity and Trinity. With 500 meters
gone, Putnam's crew still retained their
length lead, but the "wagon" would not be
denied. Here they passed and established a
healthy lead in the ensuing middle thousand.
In the final 300 meters Putnam cox'n, Andy
Anderson, upped the stroke in a vain effort.
They moved back, but Wendler's boat
crossed with an eight second spread.
• The only "loss" of the day for Trin
resulted from a disqualification. The J.V.
lights established a sizeable "win" over the
Middletown High crew, but were
disqualified for being out of their lane.
The coming Easter weekend will bring
Trin crews into a most interesting con-
frontation with those of Coast Guard. The
cadets have quickly established themselves
as a college powerhouse in both the heavy
and light divisions. The faces will be on
Gardiber's Lake in Colchester and promise
to be formidable challenges for the Trin
crews.
Photo by Dave Levin
Tim Stevens and Nick Benseley, the two other starting attackers, watch the
sphere sail wide of the momentarily vacant Crusader net.
Linksmen Find Rain in
Spain on Spring VentureBy Homero Blancas
It never fails. The best laid plans of mice
and men invariably find a way to go awry. It
should have been no surprise, therefore,
that the golf team's long awaited and
planned for expedition to the enchanting
island of Majorca off the coast of Spain
somehow got off track. At first, the energy
crisis and other problems of
mismanagement abbreviated the intended
stay in Spain. Then the mild Mediterranean
contributed a sample of its very worst: the
rain obligingly did not limit itself to the
plain.
Nevertheless, undaunted by bad fortune
and certainly not to be stopped by airport
security (some tried), nine golfing aspirants
and one veteran coach set oat to rewrite par
at the Son Vida golf club in Palma de
Majorca. They never quite did it, but any
time you take ten guys thirsting for the
greener pastures (pardon the pun) on the
other side, more goes on than just the ac-
tivity from tee to green.
Those who ventured the hills of Son Vida
found out not only how to play mountain goat
in pursuit of little white balls, but also how
not to signal when hitchhiking. John 'Son
Vida Hotel" Wholley, Andy "The Mouth"
Taussig, "Mister George" Finkenstaedt,
Henry "Tour Guide" Bruce, Rich "Whoppi
Burgher" Huoppi, Tom "The Hammer"
Schultz, Chris "Stork" Jennings, "Large
Ed" Staudinger, "Master Peter" Schuller,
and last but not least "Whitney Burgher"
Cook all quickly learned not to drink the
water and not to go chasing senioritas while
wearing Bermuda shorts. What they learned
on the course is not terribly sure except
perhaps to avoid caddies who know
everything about anything and don't mind
telling you in the middle of your backswing.
Actually, the Son Vida course was very
good preparation for the upcoming season,
as its rough greens and narrow fairways
made everyone immediately aware of
deficiencies in putting strokes and driving
swings. The paucity of sunshine prevented
any great excursions to the famous
Majorcan beaches where it was rumored
Swedish darlings hung out in droves,
(doubtless a myth propagated by tour
director Carlos who threatens to make the
Peter Principle an established axiom) but
instead many struck out in search of the
island's infinite tourists traps and scenic
coastline. Night activity proved abou «
plentiful as the sunshine, but after a im
day of sightseeing and golf, many opted w
a big, leisurely dinner and "a few afters •
Sundry performances on the links range"
at first from bad to worse, but gradually n*
team showed signs of strength. Hampers
significantly by the mediocre condition"
the practice range, some members ux>
longer than others to get their ganw
together, but it is now generally agreed HW
the team is in good shape and ready toita*
on the "young lions" of the New Englanu
college tour. -
 er
Starting out in this Thursday's opener
against WPI and RPI should be, according
to Coach Cook, Schuller, Staudinger,
Taussig, Bruce, Finkenstaedt, Huoppi, aw
either Jennings, Schultz, or Wholley. Home,
matches, of which there are four this ye«.
will be played at Farmington Woodsi an,
you know, golf is not a bad spectator spo;
If you come out, you might even * « * !
 p
what a great game golf is-just as » » i
the middle - but never on the course.
Wholley.
